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Abstract
The aim of this thesis is to devise novel co-primary spectrum sharing (CoPSS) methods for future fifth generation (5G) networks and beyond. The target is to improve data rates of small cell networks (SCNs) in which mobile network operators (MNOs) share their dedicated frequency spectrum (spectrum pooling) or a common spectrum (mutual renting). The performance of the proposed methods is assessed through extensive system-level simulations.

MNOs typically acquire exclusive usage rights for certain frequency bands and have little incentive to share spectrums with other operators. However, due to higher cost and spectrum scarcity at lower frequencies it is expected that efficient use of the spectrum in 5G networks will rely more on spectrum sharing than exclusive licenses. This is especially true for new higher candidate frequencies (> 6 GHz) that do not have a pre-existing spectrum regulation framework.

In the first part of the thesis, we tackle the challenge of providing higher data rates within limited spectral resources. Each SCN MNO has its own dedicated spectrum, and each MNO defines a percentage of how much its spectrum it is willing to share. The idea of the proposed CoPSS algorithms is that the spectrum is dynamically shared among MNOs based on their spectrum utilization, which is shared among MNOs in the network. This way interference can be avoided and spectrum utilization is maximized. Unused resources are shared equally between overloaded MNOs for a given time instant. Thus, only short-term fairness among overloaded SCNs can be guaranteed.

In the second part, we consider a multi-operator small cell network where MNOs share a common pool of radio resources. The goal is to ensure the long term fairness of spectrum sharing without coordination among small cell base stations. We develop a decentralized control mechanism for base stations using the Gibbs sampling based learning tool, which allocates suitable amount of the spectrum for each base station while avoiding interference from SCNs and maximizing the total network throughput.

In the studied scenarios, we show the importance of coordination among MNOs when the dedicated spectrum is shared. However, when MNOs share a common spectrum, a decentralized control mechanism can be used to allocate suitable amounts of spectrum for each base station. The proposed algorithms are shown to be effective for different network layouts, by achieving significant data rate enhancements with a low overhead.
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Tiivistelmä
Tämä väitöskirja keskittyy kehittämään uusia menetelmiä, joilla jaetaan taajuksia useiden operaattoreiden kesken tulevista viidennen sukupolven verkoista alkaen. Päättavoite on parantaa tiedonsiirtonopeuksia sellaisissa piensoluverkoissa, joissa matkapuhelinoperaattorit jakavat joko heidän omia taajuusalueitaan tai heillä yhteisomistuksessa olevia taajuuksia. Kehitettyjen menetelmien suorituskykyä arvioidaan mittavien järjestelmästan simulointien avulla.

Matkapuhelinoperaattorit tyypillisesti omistavat yksin tietyt taajuusalueet, eivätkä ole valmiita jakamaan niitä jakamaan niitä. On kuitenkin oletettu, että tulevaisuudessa matkapuhelinoperaattorit joutuvat jakamaan taajuuksia, koska taajuusalueet ovat kalliita ja niukkoja erityisesti matalilla taajuusalueilla. Korkeammat taajuusalueet (> 6 GHz) puolestaan muodostavat otollisen alustan tehokkaalle spektrin jaetulle käyttölle, koska niillä ei ole vielä olemassa olevaa taajuussääntelyä.


Tutkimuissa skenaarioissa osoitetaan matkapuhelinoperaattoreiden välisen koordinointion tärkeys, kun jaketaan omia taajuusalueita. Toisaalta kun operaattorit jakavat yhteisomistuksessa olevia taajuuuksia on mahdollista käyttää algoritmeja, joissa ei ole koordinointiota matkapuhelinoperaattoreiden kesken. Väitöskirjassa vahvistetaan kehitettyjen algoritmien olevan tehokkaita ja sopivan monenlaisiin verkkoympäristöihin saavuttaen merkittäviä parannuksia tiedonsiirtomopenteen ilman suuria kustannuksia.

Asiasanat: 5G, järjestelmästan simulatio, oikeudenmukainen taajuussien käyttö
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviations</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1G</td>
<td>first generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2G</td>
<td>second generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3G</td>
<td>third generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3GPP</td>
<td>3rd generation partnership project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4G</td>
<td>fourth generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5G</td>
<td>fifth generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACK</td>
<td>acknowledgement message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA</td>
<td>authorized shared access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>Boltzman-Gibbs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CBRS</td>
<td>citizens broadband radio service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>component carrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDF</td>
<td>cumulative distribution function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CoPSS</td>
<td>co-primary spectrum sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CQI</td>
<td>channel-quality indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2D</td>
<td>device-to-device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS</td>
<td>distributed antenna system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETSI</td>
<td>European Telecommunications Standards Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCC</td>
<td>Federal Communications Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVM</td>
<td>error vector magnitude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDD</td>
<td>frequency division duplex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEP</td>
<td>frame error probability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FER</td>
<td>frame error rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSCM</td>
<td>geometry-based stochastic channel model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARQ</td>
<td>hybrid automatic repeat request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSPA</td>
<td>High Speed Packet Access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>industrial, scientific, and medical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITU-R</td>
<td>International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LSA</td>
<td>licensed shared access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTE-A</td>
<td>Long Term Evolution Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2S</td>
<td>link-to-system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCS</td>
<td>modulation and coding scheme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METIS</td>
<td>Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for Twenty-twenty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIESM</td>
<td>mutual information effective SINR mapping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIMO</td>
<td>multiple-input and multiple-output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNO</td>
<td>mobile network operator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRC</td>
<td>maximum ratio combining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTC</td>
<td>machine-type communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NACK</td>
<td>negative acknowledgement message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NLOS</td>
<td>non-line-of-sight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRA</td>
<td>National Regulatory Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDM</td>
<td>orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFDMA</td>
<td>orthogonal frequency-division multiple access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF</td>
<td>proportional fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL</td>
<td>path loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMF</td>
<td>probability mass function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRB</td>
<td>physical resource block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>quality of service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRH</td>
<td>remote radio heads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAPHYRE</td>
<td>Sharing Physical Resources Mechanisms and Implementations for Wireless Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>spectrum access system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN</td>
<td>small cell network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN</td>
<td>software defined networking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINR</td>
<td>signal to interference and noise ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU</td>
<td>spectrum utilization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UDN</td>
<td>ultra-dense network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UE</td>
<td>user equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSR</td>
<td>weighted sum rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{A}$</td>
<td>adjacency matrix of SCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{\mathbf{A}}$</td>
<td>adjacency matrix of overloaded SCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A_{\text{in}}$</td>
<td>penetration loss of internal wall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbf{A}_b$</td>
<td>action space of SCN $b$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
\( \mathcal{B} \) \hspace{1em} a set of SCNs
\( B_v \) \hspace{1em} \( v \) number of vertices (SCNs) in the graph
\( b \) \hspace{1em} SCN
\( b^+ \) \hspace{1em} all the overloaded SCNs
\( E(\cdot) \) \hspace{1em} mathematical expectation
\( E_v \) \hspace{1em} \( v \) edges in the graph
\( \bar{f}(t) \) \hspace{1em} time average cost function
\( G_v \) \hspace{1em} \( v \) number of graphs
\( G_b \) \hspace{1em} Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution
\( J \) \hspace{1em} Jain’s index
\( K \) \hspace{1em} users connected to SCN \( b \)
\( k \) \hspace{1em} number of penetrated walls
\( \mathcal{L} \) \hspace{1em} a set of MNOs
\( \mathcal{L}_i \) \hspace{1em} a set of MNOs, which are overloaded neighbors
\( \mathcal{L}_i^\perp \) \hspace{1em} a set of MNOs, which are not overloaded neighbors
\( \mathcal{N}(b_i) \) \hspace{1em} a set of not neighboring vertices of \( b_i \)
\( N_c \) \hspace{1em} number of subcarriers
\( N_r \) \hspace{1em} number of receiver antennas
\( N_t \) \hspace{1em} number of transmit antennas
\( N_{cc} \) \hspace{1em} number of CCs
\( \mathcal{N}_{noi} \) \hspace{1em} a set of not overloaded neighbors
\( \mathcal{N}_{ol} \) \hspace{1em} a set of overloaded neighbors
\( \hat{n} \) \hspace{1em} co-located overloaded SCNs
\( Q \) \hspace{1em} number of PRBs
\( \mathbb{R} \) \hspace{1em} real number field
\( R_{cc}^b(\tau) \) \hspace{1em} summation of the bits that can be transmitted over all the CCs in the common pool
\( R_{cc}^D(\tau) \) \hspace{1em} achievable rate of SCN \( b \) when the dedicated spectrum is used
\( R_b^T \) \hspace{1em} users sum rate target when served by SCN \( b \)
\( S \) \hspace{1em} sharing factor
\( T \) \hspace{1em} time window
\( u_b \) \hspace{1em} utility at SCN \( b \)
\( \hat{u}_b \) \hspace{1em} averages of utility estimation
\( \nu \) \hspace{1em} configuration space
\( \bar{v}_b(t) \) \hspace{1em} moving time average of the spectrum usage over time window \( T \)
$v_0$  central controller
$v_{\text{max}}$  pre-agreed maximum spectrum sharing ratio among operators
$W_l$  number of free PRBs from MNO $l$
$x_b$  a suitable set of CCs for SCN $b$
$\hat{x}_b$  estimated number of CCs needed

$\alpha$  regularization coefficient of the spectrum violation
$\gamma_b$  learning rate for utility function
$\varepsilon$  learning rate for mixed strategy probability distribution
$\kappa_b$  temperature
$\pi$  mixed strategy probability distribution
$\pi(0)$  initialization distribution
$\tilde{\pi}$  modified initial distribution
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Fifth generation (5G) mobile communication systems are expected to revolutionize everything seen so far in wireless systems [1–4]. 5G requirements depend on the targeted application but will include data rates ranging from very low sensor data to very high video content delivery, ultra-reliable and low latency communication, low energy consumption, and high reliability. These technological requirements are expected to be achieved while maintaining a similar or lower cost than today’s technologies.

Cellular networks were originally designed for providing voice only services [5–8]. However, cellular standards are in constant evolution and each of the cellular standards has evolved around a set of key use cases. The first generation (1G) was dedicated to voice services. In the second generation (2G) the objective was to improved voice and text messaging. In the third generation (3G) the main goal was to integrate voice and affordable mobile Internet together. Finally, in the fourth generation (4G) the design target was to provide high capacity mobile multimedia services. 5G networks are expected to be available in 2020. The existing technologies will evolve side by side with new technologies. Thus, technologies such as High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) will continue to evolve and will provide the backbone of the overall radio access solution.

5G is likely to integrate enhancements in legacy radio access technologies with new developments in the areas of multiple access, waveform design, interference management, access protocols, network architecture and virtualization, massive multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO), full-duplex radio technology, low latency, device-to-device (D2D) and machine type communication (MTC) and mission-critical applications, etc. [4, 9].

In addition to advances in radio access technology, network capacity and connectivity can be improved by network densification, mainly via small cell networks (SCNs) and by harnessing broader spectrum allocations. In addition to SCN deployments, there are many other techniques and systems that can improve coverage and data rates in densely populated indoor environments. These techniques include the deployment of remote radio heads (RRHs), distributed antenna systems (DAS), Wi-Fi access points, etc. The use of LTE SCNs offers several advantages over such systems. Compared with
DAS, LTE SCNs are both cheaper and less complex to deploy [10], and compared to Wi-Fi, LTE SCNs offer better performance, more efficient use of resources, and are well designed to support a substantial number of users [11].

SCNs are interesting to network operators because it is estimated that 2/3 of the calls and over 90 percent of data services occur indoors and some surveys show that between 30-45 percent of users experience poor indoor coverage [10]. Furthermore, it is expected that 78% of traffic will go through small cells by 2020 [12]. When SCNs are deployed inside homes or in public indoor places, e.g., in the shopping mall, users will have high quality and high data rate services indoors. Moreover, SCN removes the need to deliver indoor services from macrocells, which is not efficient.

Future networks are expected to include innovative ways of sharing both spectrum and hardware [13]. This can be seen by observing current trends [14]. In current wireless communication networks, mobile network operators (MNOs) have commonly acquired exclusive usage rights for certain frequency bands and have little incentive to share them with other operators, despite significant research and regulatory efforts. This might be due to the lack of joint technological and business consideration. However, due to high cost and spectrum scarcity at lower frequencies it can be expected that efficient use of the spectrum in 5G networks will rely on spectrum sharing rather than exclusive licenses.

When SCN and spectrum sharing techniques are merged the potential of small cells becomes even higher. In the future, small cells with spectrum sharing will be one of the key features in smart homes, where all the devices (phones, tablets, sensors, etc.) can be connected to their closest small cell. For this purpose, in this thesis we different aspects of spectrum sharing with an indoor multi-operator SCN. The main focus is on analyzing methods for co-primary sharing (CoPSS), which is a recently proposed novel spectrum sharing mechanism geared towards 5G systems [15].

1.2 Literature review

This section reviews the main components related to spectrum sharing. Specifically, different spectrum access modes and resource allocation are shortly described. Then, general multi-operator spectrum sharing approaches are reviewed. Moreover, the selected CoPSS sharing method is reviewed in detail.
1.2.1 Spectrum access modes and radio resource management

The future spectrum landscape for mobile communication systems is complex and different bands will be made available under different regulatory approaches [16]. Furthermore, from different regulatory scenarios a set of spectrum usage scenarios can be derived as shown in Fig. 1. The classification follows spectrum access modes and sharing scenarios proposed in [15]. Multiple frequency bands, subject to different regulation including various forms of shared spectrum, are expected to be available. Some frequency bands are already assigned for 5G networks, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has approved spectrum for 5G including carrier frequencies at 28 GHz, 37 GHz and 39 GHz [17]. The spectrum is at higher carrier frequencies than currently used.

![Spectrum access and authorization. [15]](image)

From a radio resource management point of view, a vast number of different resource allocation methods have been proposed in the literature for different spectrum access modes. Based on the information exchange between base stations, resource allocation methods can be divided into centralized, clustered and distributed methods. The coordination between MNOs should be minimal because MNOs may not want to share operator-specific information with their competitors [18]. Thus, information exchange among MNOs is a critical design factor for spectrum sharing algorithms.
In dedicated access the usage rights of the spectrum are exclusive to time, frequency and geographic region. Licenses are granted by the National Regulatory Authority (NRA) usually through an auction for MNOs [19, 20]. Under dedicated access, the following access schemes can be defined: exclusive access, co-primary shared access, light licensing, and vertical sharing.

**Exclusive access**

In exclusive access, the system does not have to share the communication resources with any other system or service of equal or higher priority. The license owner can utilize the spectrum according to the assignment rules either nation-wide or just within a certain region or locally. For example, cellular networks and broadcasting fall under exclusive access.

When MNOs operate on their own exclusive spectrums, base stations allocate the spectrum and coordinate the interference management (intra-cell and inter-cell) together with user equipment, which provides channel state information back to the base station. The idea of inter-cell interference coordination (ICIC) is to avoid the worst-case interference situations between base stations operated by the same MNO [21]. ICIC techniques can be classified into mitigation and avoidance techniques [22]. Interference can be mitigated using interference cancelation [23], for example or adaptive beamforming [24]. In interference avoidance techniques the idea is to minimize or avoid the interference as much as possible [25–27]. Interference can be avoided in time or frequency domain or by controlling power levels. However, different ICIC methods would require fast/real-time information exchange among base stations of different MNOs so they are not feasible methods for spectrum sharing [28].

**Co-primary shared access**

In co-primary shared access, the primary license holder agrees on the joint use of their spectrum or part of it. The idea is that there are mutual agreements between MNOs on how the spectrum is shared and what the rules are. MNOs can share their dedicated spectrums (spectrum pooling) or MNOs can jointly own the common spectrum pool (mutual renting). Even though MNOs have mutual agreements on how to share the spectrum, the operator specific information that is shared among different MNOs should be minimal. Therefore, software defined networking (SDN) and game theoretical
approaches are proposed for allocating resources in co-primary shared access scenarios [29–31]. Co-primary shared access methods are analyzed in detail in Section 1.2.3.

**Light licensing**

Light licensing is an approach where a procedure for issuing a license is simplified compared to traditional licensing [32]. The additional users are authorized to use the spectrum (or part of the spectrum) in accordance with sharing rules included in their spectrum usage rights. In this case, a certain quality of service (QoS) can be guaranteed to all the authorized users. Furthermore, it is expected that light licensing is used in frequency bands where the risk of interference is low. Promising frequency bands for light licensing are around 60 GHz and 80 GHz [28].

**Vertical sharing**

Under vertical sharing three different sharing schemes can be defined: licensed shared access (LSA), authorized shared access (ASA), and spectrum access system (SAS) [33, 34]. ASA/LSA is a regulatory concept that allows license holders (incumbents) to share a spectrum with other service providers under well-defined conditions [14]. The idea is that an MNO can access the underutilized spectrum on a shared basis without interfering with incumbent spectrum holders. The utilization of the spectrum is very low in time and/or location. The best use case for ASA is for small cells where they can be deployed geographically closer to incumbent spectrum users due to their lower transmitting power. Existing mobile technology and 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) standards allow cost-effective deployment using the available LTE infrastructure.

The SAS concept is very close to the LSA concept. In the SAS concept, three hierarchical tiers can be identified [35]. The first tier, similarly to the LSA framework, is the primary or incumbent user. The second tier is a commercial service provider, for example an MNO. In the third tier, the tertiary users operate, e.g., very lightly licensed users. The tertiary users can access the spectrum when neither the primary nor the secondary users are present. The FCC has proposed a citizens’ broadband radio service (CBRS) on a 3.5 GHz band, which is a three-tiered spectrum authorization framework to accommodate a variety of commercial uses on a shared basis with incumbent federal and non-federal users of the band [36]. In [37–39] the performance of a heterogenous network coexisting with the radar system at 3.5 GHz is evaluated. Furthermore, in [40] a
spectrum sharing algorithm is proposed to allocate resources between a cellular network and a radar system.

**Unlicensed access**

In *unlicensed access*, rights are generally granted without an individual license but subject to certain technical restrictions or conditions, e.g., limited transmitting power [28]. Usually, the spectrum is shared between a large number of users who have very different requirements and different use cases. System performance is difficult to predict, but the spectrum cost is low, because the cost for an unlicensed spectrum is typically zero. Under unlicensed access the following access schemes can be defined: *unlicensed shared access, secondary horizontal shared access*, and *unlicensed primary shared access*. In unlicensed shared access allocated frequencies can be utilized by several users. No primary service is allocated to these bands and there are no protection rights. The best example of this is the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio band. Secondary horizontal shared access is close to the unlicensed shared access scheme but secondary users are obligated to protect the higher priority spectrum users. Finally, in unlicensed primary shared access a primary service is allocated in a frequency band and all the services using the same technology can use this frequency band. Multiple technologies are used in unlicensed spectrum such as Wi-Fi, LTE in unlicensed and Bluetooth. The main challenge is the unpredictable QoS. An unlicensed spectrum is most suitable for local area access, and opportunistic mobile broadband usage.

**1.2.2 Multi-operator spectrum sharing approaches**

The International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunications (ITU-R) has been looking into using licensed white spaces [41]. The European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) on the other hand has been focusing on spectrum sharing by applying radio environment maps (REMs) [42, 43]. The 3GPP has considered spectrum sharing in LTE networks [44, 45]. Many different aspects of spectrum sharing have been considered in EU projects such as Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for Twenty-twenty (2020) Information Society (METIS) [9] and Sharing Physical Resources Mechanisms and Implementations for Wireless Networks (SAPHYRE) [46].

Already two decades ago a comprehensive survey was done in [47] for dynamic channel assignment for various cellular and non-cellular applications. More recently,
Multiple spectrum sharing surveys have been conducted in [48–53]. In these surveys the following concepts have been studied: cognitive radio networks, as well as opportunistic and dynamic spectrum access. The most recent survey [28] provides a comprehensive overview of licensed spectrum sharing mechanisms for cellular systems. The paper focuses on dynamic spectrum sharing, different sharing scenarios, and evaluating the major challenges of spectrum sharing.

Multi-operator spectrum sharing has been considered in many studies over the years in the literature, e.g., in [54–58]. These papers investigated such concepts as dynamic spectrum allocation and spectrum refarming, which support different generations of cellular networks operating in the same radio spectrum. In [59], the problem of spectrum sharing in a cellular radio network is recognized both from the perspectives of economics and network performance. Greedy and Round Robin scheduling were proposed to redistribute call loads between base stations and facilitate sharing of the spectrum. The protocols proved to be simple yet effective. Furthermore, in [60] it is shown that sharing different resources in a network provides an increase in overall spectral efficiency, in the presence of variable data rates.

Simple distributed algorithms are proposed in [61] to dynamically redistribute the available frequency resources among femtocells based on local interference measurements when operators agree on the sharing of their spectrum bands. The proposed algorithm improves performance. Furthermore, it is shown that spectrum sharing among operators is advantageous to ensure QoS to their subscribers. Various aspects of inter-operator resource sharing, such as analyzing efficient coordination mechanisms and developing frameworks for infrastructure sharing, are studied in [46]. Furthermore, new self-organizing physical layer resource sharing models are developed. In [62], the potential gain of spectrum sharing between cellular operators is investigated in terms of network efficiency. Moreover, different network topologies and parameters are closely related to the achievable gains that are in the range between 10 and 100 percent. Moreover, in [63], inter-operator sharing of cellular resources including capacity, spectrum and base stations is investigated. Results indicated that inter-operator sharing options were effective only when there were large differences in resource utilization between the two networks.

The main target of each study has been to improve spectral efficiency while trying to guarantee some level of fairness among MNOs. It can be concluded that current cellular standards and base station hardware may support and benefit from spectrum sharing.
However, most of the multi-operator spectrum sharing research has been done in macro cell networks.

### 1.2.3 Co-primary spectrum sharing studies

One of the advanced spectrum sharing techniques is co-primary spectrum sharing (CoPSS), which is proposed as a sharing mechanism for 5G systems, where any MNO is allowed to utilize the shared spectrum allocated for 5G cellular systems. In [15], CoPSS is defined as a spectrum access model where primary license holders agree on the joint use of (or parts of) their licensed spectrum. This would be possible in the small cell domain only where base station coverage is similar to today’s Wi-Fi access points and the frequency band is dedicated to small cell use.

In [29] CoPSS together with SDN architecture is proposed. Required roles for both architectures and information exchange between the corresponding entities are identified in order to enable spectrum trading. Furthermore, it is highlighted that the proposed architecture could be applied in other sharing schemes such as LSA. A similar SDN architecture to CoPSS is also considered in [30]. Therein, a soft inter-operator interference coordination mechanism is proposed for CoPSS in an ultra-dense network (UDN). It is shown that the proposed mechanism can improve the network spectrum and energy efficiency vastly when compared to the no sharing scenario. In order to guarantee the fairness for MNOs the importance of the agreement with some parameters is noted. However, in the proposed method no sensitive information exchange among MNOs is required, which is more attractive in terms of practical implementation. In [64] and [65] CoPSS is studied in the MIMO multiuser scenario where two small cells were deployed in the downlink transmission. Resource allocation with a joint precoder and decoder design is proposed for weighted sum rate (WSR) maximization problem. The problem is non-convex and therefore the main problem is separated into two sub-problems. In the first sub-problem, subcarriers are allocated to the users. In the second, a joint precoder-decoder design is employed after the static resource allocations are acquired from the first sub-problem.

A CoPSS method for multiple MNOs in dense local area deployment is considered in [66]. A realistic system framework is formulated to guarantee reliable and efficient communications within a denser network. The proposed solution is easy to control and incurs low signaling overhead, which can be implemented in practical systems. It is
shown that the proposed method is beneficial for the system performances in terms of the system throughput, and cell edge throughput.

In [18], CoPSS protocol is proposed in an indoor deployment scenario with frequent network load variations that are expected for small cell deployments. The proposed protocol is distributed and does not require operator-specific information exchange, and incurs a minimal communication overhead between the MNOs. The protocol is based on a book keeping of spectrum usage favors asked and received by the MNOs. Thus, long term fairness can be guaranteed and MNOs can enhance their QoS in comparison to a scheme where no spectrum sharing is allowed. Moreover, this work is extended in [67], in which two small cell operators are deployed in the same geographical area. MNOs share spectrum resources from a common pool. A method is investigated to coordinate the utilization of the spectrum pool without monetary transactions and without revealing operator-specific information to other parties. Each MNO has equal access rights to a spectrum pool. Spectrum sharing is modelled as a non-cooperative repeated game where an MNO may ask for spectrum usage favors from its competitors. A spectrum usage favor means that the competitor would stop using some component carriers from the pool. The proposed strategy is shown to be better when compared to the case without coordination between the MNOs.

In [68], a CoPSS scenario where operators have similar rights for accessing spectrum is evaluated. A coordination protocol assuming an agreement to a set of negotiation rules was designed. The signaling overhead is low and other MNOs’ channel state information is assumed to be unknown. The results show that two MNOs are both able to offer higher user rates than they could without coordination. Furthermore, when an MNO knows that other MNOs have networks with similar characteristics and everyone is rational, there is some incentive to coordinate spectrum usage. In [31], a multi-operator CoPSS scenario for D2D setting is tackled. Interactions are modelled as a non-cooperative game. The idea is that MNOs offer some amount of spectrum to contribute to multi-operator D2D communication considering only its individual performance while taking into account the offer made by the opponent operator.

An adaptive CoPSS shared access scheme is proposed in [69]. The spectrum is adaptively partitioned into private and non-orthogonally shared parts. A significant gain is obtained when the proposed scheme is used, especially in the case of high and moderate external interference. In [70], CoPSS is modelled as a one-shot game. Each MNO proposes a spectrum partition that maximizes its own sum utility, and the actual spectrum partition is resolved based on a priori decision rules that reflect the regulatory
framework. Thus, the signaling information is minimal among MNOs. Simulation results show that adaptive spectrum sharing is able to outperform the baseline model.

One important aspect of spectrum sharing is the business aspect for MNOs [28]. The deployment of spectrum sharing introduces economic and business concerns to the stakeholders. Spectrum sharing can create new additional costs, e.g., additional infrastructure may be required. Acquiring licenses together with multiple MNOs is more cost efficient but the challenge is how to guarantee access and how the cost is divided among MNOs. Different solutions are proposed for this scenario such as bidding or leasing [71–76]. In [77] and [78] the business aspects for CoPSS are analyzed and the key points are identified. The current spectrum scarcity and new business potential, especially in hotspots and small cells, are seen as enabling factors for CoPSS. The key idea of CoPSS is that a licensed spectrum is shared among competing MNOs according predefined policies and rules. A shared license may include the dedicated share for the base operation for each MNO and other stakeholders. Furthermore, it is possible to utilize LTE ecosystem for all services to ease the standardization efforts. Finally, it is concluded that CoPSS is a potential candidate for MNO business operations in the near future. More information about the business aspects can be found in [79–83].

The main difference in each CoPSS study compared to general multi-operator spectrum sharing approaches is that CoPSS papers focus mainly on spectrum sharing among small cell MNOs, which is the best scenario for CoPSS. In this thesis, similar scenarios and design goals are tackled. The target is to develop low overhead algorithms in a realistic small cell network scenario, while MNOs share a minimal amount of operator-specific information or no information exchange at all. Furthermore, we show the benefits from using higher frequencies due to network densification, while mobile network operators share a common spectrum.

5G spectrum management has to be flexible enough to support many advanced spectrum sharing techniques. For this thesis, we have selected CoPSS as the sharing method, because it is a promising sharing method already for the existing LTE ecosystem and for 5G networks. Spectrum access in the CoPSS is further divided into two cases: dedicated spectrum sharing (spectrum pooling), and common spectrum sharing (mutual renting).
1.3 Objectives, contributions, and outline of the thesis

The objective of this thesis is to analyze and optimize multi-operator small cell networks. The idea is to use self-organizing network (SON) techniques to solve interference problems with shared radio resources and find efficient techniques for spectrum sharing between operators [84]. SON aims to automate the configuration of mobile networks and to cut operational expenditure while improving network quality.

There are different ways the spectrum sharing could be done. The first scenario is that operators would be willing to share some percentage of their own band if it is unused. The second scenario is that there would exist an extra common band that operators own jointly. This type of spectrum sharing creates an interesting resource allocation and management problem. Also, the interference environment is challenging, e.g., what happens if the other operator starts using resources which are already utilized by another operator even though shared resources should be unused. The main target is to maximize the total network throughput while guaranteeing long and short term fairness among operators.

The aforementioned problem is fundamental in future 5G networks because it is expected that the efficient use of the spectrum in 5G networks will rely on spectrum sharing rather than exclusive licenses. Cognitive radio solutions for multi-operator radio access networks can be used to solve resource allocation and interference challenges. Centralized control for multi-operator spectrum sharing requires coordination among MNOs, which introduces extra signaling. Therefore, distributed solutions are needed. In this thesis answers to the following questions are sought: What type of signaling is needed between operators? How often should base stations/operators share information? What and how accurate should this information be? Would information be shared between operators or through a central controller? What type of spectrum sharing is the most efficient: a common shared spectrum, or partial or full spectrum sharing? How can you ensure fairness between operators? How much gain can we achieve?

This thesis focuses on the development and analysis of different CoPSS algorithms. The thesis is divided in two parts: in the first part, each SCN MNO has its own dedicated spectrum, and each MNO can define a percentage of how much spectrum it is willing to share. In the latter part of the thesis, MNOs share a common pool of radio resources. Moreover, the goal is to ensure the long-term fairness of spectrum sharing without coordination among small cell base stations. The following is the detailed outline of the thesis:
Chapter 2: We present some relevant theoretical tools suited well to evaluating CoPSS algorithms, namely graph theory and machine learning. Both methods are particularly useful for studying network management related issues such as resource allocation and interference management. Graph theory related models are utilized in Chapter 3 and a learning-based tool is used in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3: We consider a scenario where each SCN MNO has its own dedicated spectrum, and each MNO can define a percentage of how much spectrum it is willing to share. An MNO enables spectrum sharing when an SCN is not using 100% of its spectrum. A given SCN is not fully utilizing its spectrum when it can provide the required data rate for all the users without using 100% of its spectrum. Furthermore, the spectrum is dynamically shared among MNOs based on their spectrum utilization, which is shared among MNOs in the network. This way interference can be avoided and spectrum utilization is maximized. Unused resources are shared equally between overloaded MNOs for a given time instant and only short-term fairness among overloaded SCNs can be guaranteed. We propose three centralized algorithms and one decentralized algorithm for CoPSS. The proposed algorithms use a moderate amount of shared information among MNOs/SCNs and they do not require long iterative information exchange processes. Thus, the proposed CoPSS algorithms are practical.

Chapter 4: We investigate a scenario where MNOs share a common pool of radio resources, in which the goal is to ensure long term fairness of spectrum sharing without coordination between small cell base stations. We develop a decentralized control mechanism for base stations using the Gibbs sampling based learning tool, which allocates a suitable amount of the spectrum for each base station. We propose three decentralized algorithms (Gibbs, Gibbs+penalty and Gibbs+distribution) for CoPSS and compare them with three state-of-art algorithms (No sharing, Greedy and Equal). The proposed decentralized algorithms do not require sharing any information between MNOs/SCNs. Thus, the proposed CoPSS algorithms are suitable for practical implementations.

Chapter 5: Finally, conclusions and discussion about open problems for future research directions are given.

1.4 Author’s contribution to the publications

The thesis is written as a monograph based on two journal papers [85] and [86] and two conference papers [87] and [88]. In [85], CoPSS algorithms are developed and
analyzed when MNOs share their dedicated spectrum. In [87] CoPSS algorithms are developed and analyzed when MNOs share a common spectrum pool. This work is extended in [86] where a new algorithm is introduced and an analytical study is conducted. In [88] the main goal is to show the benefits of using higher frequencies due to network densification, while mobile network operators share a common spectrum. The author of this thesis had the main responsibility for developing the original ideas, deriving the algorithms, implementing the algorithms on a system level simulator based on MATLAB, generating the numerical results, and writing the papers. The role of other co-authors was to provide guidance, support and comments on developing the ideas/algorithms as well as writing the papers.
2 Resource allocation and coordination

This chapter reviews the main tools that are used in this thesis to solve the spectrum allocations in the small cell networks. Resources in the network can be allocated either in a centralized, decentralized or distributed manner. Fig. 2 illustrates the difference between these network topologies. When resources are allocated in centralized manner a central controller is required. A clustered network consists of a network of multiple centers, whereas in a distributed network a base station can make a decision alone based on information exchange between nodes in the network. In this thesis these different approaches are analyzed by utilizing graph theory and learning based tools for allocating the spectrum in small cell networks (SCNs).

![Fig. 2. Graph presentation of centralized, clustered and distributed network.](image)

2.1 Graph theory

Graph theory originates from the 1736 Leonard Euler’s paper "The Seven Bridges of Königsberg", where the question was whether a person could plan a walk in such a way that he would cross each of the bridges once but not more than once [89]. This paper was a foundation for graph theory. During the 20th century graph theory developed into a substantial body of knowledge. Graph theory is utilized in many different fields such as physical, biological, and information studies, since many practical problems can be modeled as a graph.

Graph theory has been extensively applied in wireless communication, where it is used to solve resource allocation problems. In [90] the target is to mitigate cross-tier and co-tier interference in a dense SCN. A centralized dynamic radio resource allocation
method exploiting graph theory approach is proposed. When a centralized approach is used it can cause a high amount of overhead due to signaling to the controller. This problem is avoided by only coordinating if interference between nodes is high. Even though coordination is required, the achieved gain in throughput exceeds the extra overhead.

In [91] resources are allocated using cognitive radio technology and interference among nodes is avoided by graph coloring. The idea of graph coloring is to assign different colors for adjacent base stations. The proposed graph coloring algorithm improves the average SINRs and outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms. Furthermore, in [92] graph coloring is also utilized to improve the throughput of cell-edge users. In this work the central controller only needs the cell identification of the interfering neighbors and determines the sub-band assignment by using a graph coloring and search algorithm. The limitation is that the algorithm only works if there is only one user per base station. The authors of the previous work extend their work in [93]. The new algorithm utilizes both central and autonomous resource assignment approaches. Cell-edge and system capacity is further improved.

A graph is constructed from vertices and edges as shown in Fig. 3. Vertices are the connection points (e.g. base stations) in the graph and edges are the lines connecting edges (e.g. communication link between base stations). Let $G = (B, E)$ denote the graph, where $B = \{b_1, \ldots, b_5\}$ denotes the set of vertices and $E = \{(b_1, b_2), (b_2, b_4), (b_4, b_5), (b_5, b_1)\}$ denotes the set of edges. In graph theory, the following terminology is used to define graphs [94]:

- Edges that have the same end vertices are parallel.
- A graph is simple if it has no parallel edges or loops.
- An empty graph has no edges.
- A null graph has no vertices.
- A graph with one vertex is trivial.
- Edges are adjacent if they share a common end vertex.
- The degree of the vertex defines the number of edges connected to the vertex.
- A graph is complete if all the vertices are connected to each other (simple graph).
- A complete subgraph of $G$ is called a clique of $G$. Every two distinct vertices in the clique are adjacent.

The adjacency matrix of the graph $G = (B, E)$ is an $n \times n$ matrix $A = (d_{ij})$, where $n$ is the number of vertices in $G$ and $d_{ij}$ is the number of edges between $b_i$ and $b_j$. When $d_{ij} = 0$ if $(b_i, b_j)$ is not an edge in $G$. The adjacency matrix from the graph shown in Fig. 3 can be defined as follows:

$$
A = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 1 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
1 & 0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 1 & 0 & 1 & 2 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 2 & 0
\end{bmatrix}.
$$

Graph coloring is one of the most well-known and studied aspects of graph theory. In the mid nineteenth century, the so called Four Color Problem was an inspiration for the development of graph coloring. In wireless networks, as mentioned earlier, the main idea of graph coloring is to assign different colors for adjacent base stations [95]. A different color will indicate that adjacent base stations are using different transmission frequencies, for example. The idea of vertex coloring for a given graph $G$ is to color all the vertices of the graph with different colors. After the vertex coloring, any two adjacent vertices of $G$ have different colors.

One way to identify adjacent base stations is to utilize clustering. By exploiting the knowledge on the location of each SCN, the central controller measures the similarity between SCNs based on the distances and groups them into multiple clusters. The similarity between two SCNs $b, b' \in B$ with their locations $y_b$ and $y'_{b'}$ is measured by the Gaussian similarity function as follows [96]:

$$
s_{b, b'} = \exp \left( \frac{-||y_b - y'_{b'}||^2}{2\sigma^2} \right),
$$

(1)
where $\sigma$ controls the impact of neighborhood size. The distance-based similarity matrix $S$ is formed using $s_{b,b'}$ as the $(b,b')$-th entry. The idea behind (1) is that SCNs located far from each other have low similarities, and as they come closer, their similarities increase leading the SCNs to be more likely in the same cluster. Using the similarities $S$ of the SCNs, spectral clustering can be determined\(^1\). The spectral clustering method exploits both the connectivity and the compactness of nodes in a graph, which is the geometry of the SCN distribution in the network. The number of clusters $k$ is a vital input for spectral clustering. For a given neighborhood size, sparse networks consist of SCNs that are isolated from each other, and thus a large $k$ is needed. For dense networks, most of the SCNs are close to each other, and thus a small $k$ is sufficient. Therefore, an efficient choice of $k$ for a given neighborhood size can be presented as follows \([97]\):

\[
k = \arg\max_i (\zeta_{i+1} - \zeta_i), \quad i = 1, \ldots, |\mathcal{B}|,
\]

where $\zeta_i$ is the $i$-th smallest eigenvalue of the network Laplacian matrix $L$. Here, the network Laplacian matrix is formed at the central controller as $L = D - S$, where $D$ is the diagonal matrix with the $b$-th diagonal element as $\sum_{b'=1}^{|\mathcal{B}|} s_{b,b'}$.

In this thesis, an adjacency matrix is used in order to generate interference free resource allocations between nodes in the network. It is assumed that the SCNs communicate with each other if the distance is less than or equal to 50 meters. When the SCN is further away, the interference caused to other SCN users is not significant anymore. This way the SCNs that are isolated can utilize the shared spectrum efficiently.

### 2.2 Gibbs sampling

In order to address the problem of spectrum sharing in a distributed manner, a reinforcement learning tool can be utilized for allocating resources autonomously \([98]\). The idea of reinforcement learning is to automatically learn how to allocate resources with little or no built-in system specific knowledge.

In \([99]\) an algorithm based on reinforcement learning is proposed that allows each transmitter to learn both its optimal strategy and the values of its expected utility for all its actions. The main problem of the proposed algorithm is how to accelerate the convergence rate of the learning algorithms. However, the reinforcement learning tool is seen as a good option to further develop distributed control and radio resource allocation.

\(^1\)For the interested readers, the details of spectral clustering can be found in \([97]\).
This work is extended in [100] to provide an interference mitigation technique for cognitive femtocell networks.

In [101] a macro network with self-organizing network coordination is considered. The proposed algorithm is based on reinforcement learning and it is shown to improve the network stability. The work is extended in [102] for a heterogeneous network. In this thesis, a reinforcement learning tool based on Gibbs sampling is used to solve spectrum allocations in SCNs. Gibbs sampling can be used to solve optimization problems for any node $b$ in the following form

$$ u_b = \max_{x \in \mathcal{A}} U_b(x) $$

where $U_b(x)$ is the utility function of node $b$ and the variable $x$ is a $B$-dimensional row vector with element $x_b, b = 1 \ldots B$. Here, the feasible domain $\mathcal{A} = \prod_{b=1}^{B} \mathcal{A}_b$ is a compact set from the Cartesian product of the discrete sets $\mathcal{A}_b$ corresponding to $x_b$.

The key idea of Gibbs sampling is that the value of each $x_b$ is updated iteratively and asynchronously according to a probability distribution. Such a probability distribution can be captured by the Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) distribution $G_b = (G_{b,1}, \ldots, G_{b,|\mathcal{A}_b|})$, which is calculated as follows:

$$ G_{b,i}(\hat{u}_b(t)) = \frac{\exp (\kappa_b \max(0, \hat{u}_{b,i}(t)))}{\sum_{i' \in \mathcal{A}_b} \exp (\kappa_b \max(0, \hat{u}_{b,i'}(t)))}, i \in \mathcal{A}_b, $$

where $\kappa_b > 0$ is a temperature parameter that balances between exploration and exploitation and $\hat{u}_{b,i}(t)$ is the estimated utility of node $b$, which is the expected utility for each action over the time period $\{1, \ldots, t-1\}$. For each time $t$, the joint utility and probability distribution estimations for any node $b$, $\hat{u}_b(t)$ and $\pi_b(t)$, are updated as follows:

$$ \begin{align*}
\hat{u}_{b,i}(t) &= \hat{u}_{b,i}(t-1) \\
&\quad + \gamma_b(t) \mathbb{I}_{\{x_b = x_b(t-1)\}} (u_b(t) - \hat{u}_{b,i}(t-1)), \\
\pi_{b,i}(t) &= \pi_{b,i}(t-1) \\
&\quad + \epsilon_b(t) \left( G_{b,i}(\hat{u}_b(t-1)) - \pi_{b,i}(t-1) \right),
\end{align*} $$

with the learning rates satisfying $\lim_{t \to \infty} \sum_{n=1}^{t} \xi(n) = \infty$ and $\lim_{t \to \infty} \sum_{n=1}^{t} \xi^2(n) < \infty$ for all $\xi = \{\gamma_b, \epsilon_b\}$. A lower learning rate results a gradual learning (slow) process, which ensures a lower optimality gap (a gap between the current solution and the optimal solution). On the contrary, a higher learning rate provides an acute learning (fast)
process with a higher optimality gap [103]. By using the estimation \( \hat{u} \), which needs to be calculated using a faster process, the optimal \( \pi \) can be found. Therefore, the relation between learning rates is such that \( \lim_{t \to \infty} \gamma_b(t) \epsilon_b(t) = 0 \). Our choices of learning rates are \( \gamma_b(t) = \frac{1}{t} \) and \( \epsilon_b(t) = \frac{1}{t} \), with \( 0.5 < \gamma < \epsilon < 1 \). Here, \( x_{b,i} = \frac{1}{N_b} \) and the operator \( \mathbb{1}(x_{b,i} = x_b(t-1)) \) returns 1 if \( x_{b,i} = x_b(t-1) \) is satisfied and 0 otherwise. The optimal solution can be obtained by Algorithm 2.1.

**Algorithm 2.1** Gibbs sampling algorithm

1. Each node \( b \) initializes probability distribution \( \pi_b(t-1) = [\pi_{b,i}(t)]_{i \in A_b} \) and initial utility estimations \( \hat{u}_b(t-1) = [\hat{u}_{b,i}(t)]_{i \in A_b} \).
2. while \( t > 0 \) do
3. Each node \( b \) selects its action \( x_b(t) \) based on its mixed strategy probability \( \pi_b(t-1) \).
4. Calculate objective function \( U_b(x) \)
5. Update utility estimation and mixed strategy probability using (5).
6. \( t \to t + 1 \)
7. end while

### 2.2.1 Convergence and optimality discussion

Next, we prove that the system of coupled equations in (5) is a Gibbs field with steady-state distribution by invoking the Gibbs-Markov equivalence [104].

**Theorem 1.** Let \( a(t) = (a_1(t), \ldots, a_{|\mathcal{B}|}(t)) \in \mathcal{A} \) be the vector of actions played by all of the nodes following their mixed strategy probabilities, where \( \mathcal{A} = \mathcal{A}_1 \times \cdots \times \mathcal{A}_{|\mathcal{B}|} \).

Let \( \pi(t) = (\pi_1(t), \ldots, \pi_{|\mathcal{A}|}(t)) \) with \( \pi_i(t) = \Pr(a_i(t) = a_i) \) be the probability of selecting the \( i \)th action \( a_i \in \mathcal{A}_i \). Under Algorithm 2.1, as \( t \to \infty \), \( \pi(t) \) converges to a stationary distribution \( \Pi = (\Pi_a, a \in \mathcal{A}) \) with,

\[
\Pi_a = \frac{\exp(\kappa \hat{u}_a)}{\sum_{\forall a' \in \mathcal{A}} \exp(\kappa \hat{u}_{a'})}
\]  

where \( \hat{u}_a \) is the ensemble average of the action \( a \)'s utility estimation as \( t \to \infty \).

**Proof.** Let \( u_b \) and \( u = \sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} u_b \) be the ensemble averages of the utilities of node \( b \) and the network, respectively. As \( t \to \infty \), for node \( b \), the ensemble averages of utility estimation, and mixed-strategy probability become \( \hat{u}_b \) and \( \Pi_{b,i} = G_{b,j}(\hat{u}_b) \) for \( i \in \mathcal{A}_b \).
as per (5), respectively. Since \( \sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} \hat{u}_b, a_b = \sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} \hat{u}_b - u_b = \hat{u}_a - u = \hat{u}_a \) for any action \( a \in \mathcal{A} \), \( \hat{u}_a = (\hat{u}_a, \forall a \in \mathcal{A}) \) is the ensemble average of the utility estimations for the entire system. Since an action \( a \in \mathcal{A} \) of the system is composed by the set of actions \( (a_b, i_b, \forall b \in \mathcal{B}) \) per each node, the probability of selecting \( a \) is \( \prod b \in \mathcal{B} G_{b,b}(u_b) \), which can be simplified as \( \prod a \in \mathcal{A} \) in (6).

Following the notation in [104, Chapter 7] we define a Gibbs field with a set of cliques \( \mathcal{B} \), a configuration space with a finite size \( \mathcal{V} = \prod b \in \mathcal{B} \mathcal{V}_b \), a set of finite potentials \( \{ \hat{u}_b(v_k) , \forall v_k \in \mathcal{V}_b \} \forall b \in \mathcal{B} \), and a probability distribution \( \Pi = (\Pi_v, \forall v \in \mathcal{V}) \), where \( \Pi_v = \exp(\kappa \hat{u}(v))/\sum_{v' \in \mathcal{V}} \exp(\kappa \hat{u}(v')) \) and \( \hat{u}(v) = \sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} \hat{u}_b(v_k) \) with \( v = (v_1, \ldots, v_{|\mathcal{B}|}) \). Suppose that the configuration \( v(t) \) at time instant \( t \) changes to the configuration \( v(t+1) \) at time instant \( t+1 \) following the probability distribution \( \Pi(t) \). Hence, the evolution of the configurations in the above Gibbs field is equivalent to a Markov chain [104, Chapter 7, Theorem 2.1]. The evolution follows a time-inhomogeneous Markov chain as the configuration space \( \mathcal{V} \) is finite at any time instant \( t \). Furthermore, due to the fact that the potentials are finite, \( \Pi(t) \succ 0 \) holds. Therefore, all configurations have self-loops with positive probability and thus, the Markov chain is aperiodic. Furthermore, since \( \Pi(t) \) is a positive vector, \( \Pr(v(t+1) = v' | v(t) = v) > 0 \) for any \( v', v'' \in \mathcal{V} \). This verifies that the process starts from configuration \( v \) and ends in configuration \( v' \) with a positive probability, in which the irreducible and positive recurrence properties hold. Since the time-inhomogeneous Markov chain is aperiodic, irreducible and positive recurrent, its transition probability \( \Pi \) converges to a stationary distribution as \( t \to \infty \) [104, Chapter 7, Theorem 3.1].

It is shown that the transition probability of the above Gibbs field is equivalent to the action selection probability provided by Algorithm 2.1. Since the transition probability converges to a stationary distribution, the distribution \( \Pi \) given in (6) becomes stationary as well.

Note that for a fixed \( \kappa \), the algorithm converges to the stationary distribution \( \Pi \) as shown in Theorem 1, and thus the temperature parameter \( \kappa \) affects the optimality of the solution as the algorithm converges to \( \Pi \). Therefore, we define \( \Pi^{(\kappa)} \) as the solution given the value of \( \kappa \). In the following, we show that as \( \kappa \) approaches infinity, the solution of the proposed algorithm converges to the global solution of the problem (25).
Theorem 2. As \( \kappa \to \infty \),

\[
\lim_{\kappa \to \infty} \Pi_a(\kappa) = \Pi_a(\infty) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{|A^*|} & \text{if } a \in A^*, \\
0 & \text{if } a \notin A^*, 
\end{cases}
\] (7)

where \( A^* \) is the set of global optimal solutions of (25).

Proof. Let \( a \in A^* \). Therefore, \( \hat{u}_a > \hat{u}_{a'} \) for all \( a' \notin A^* \). Then,

\[
\Pi_a(\infty) = \lim_{\kappa \to \infty} \frac{\exp(\kappa \hat{u}_a)}{\sum_{a' \in A} \exp(\kappa \hat{u}_{a'})} = \lim_{\kappa \to \infty} \frac{1}{|A^*| + \sum_{a' \notin A^*} \exp(\kappa (\hat{u}_a - \hat{u}_{a'})}) = \frac{1}{|A^*|}. 
\] (8)

Theorem 2 shows that under a finite \( \kappa \) a non-optimal solution can be selected with non-zero probability. Thus, a finite \( \kappa \) cannot ensure an optimal selection of actions under the stationary distribution. However, the following theorem shows that the optimality of the solution increases with an increasing \( \kappa \).

Theorem 3. For any optimal action \( a \in A^* \), the probability of selecting the optimal solution after convergence, \( \Pi_a(\kappa) \), monotonically increases with \( \kappa \).

Proof. The first derivative of (6) is:

\[
\frac{\partial \Pi_a(\kappa)}{\partial \kappa} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \kappa} \left( \frac{\exp(\kappa \hat{u}_a)}{\sum_{a' \in A} \exp(\kappa \hat{u}_{a'})} \right) = \Pi_a \left( \hat{u}_a - \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_{a'}] \right) 
\] (9)

where \( \hat{u} = (\hat{u}_a, \forall a \in A) \) is the utility estimation for the system. Since \( \hat{u}_a \geq \hat{u}_{a'} \) for any \( a \in A^* \) and for all \( a' \in A^* \), \( \hat{u}_{a'} > \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_{a'}] \) is true and thus, \( \frac{\partial \Pi_a(\kappa)}{\partial \kappa} > 0 \) holds, i.e. the probability of choosing the optimal action monotonically increases with \( \kappa \). \( \square \)

From Theorem 2 and Theorem 3, we note that the choice of \( \kappa \) affects the optimality of the solution as the algorithm converges to the stationary distribution. Next, we prove that selecting a large \( \kappa \) increases the expected utility of the system while increasing the probability of picking the optimal action.

Theorem 4. At convergence, \( \Pi(\kappa) \), the expected value of the system utility \( E_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a] \) monotonically increases with \( \kappa \).
Proof. Consider the first derivative of the expected utility:

$$\frac{\partial \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a]}{\partial \kappa} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \kappa} \left( \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}} \sum_{t \in \mathcal{T}} \Pi_a^{(\kappa)} \hat{u}_a \right) = \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}} \Pi_a^{(\kappa)} \hat{u}_a (\hat{u}_a - \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a])$$

$$= \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[(\hat{u}_a)^2] - \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}^2[\hat{u}_a] = \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[(\hat{u}_a - \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a])^2].$$

(10)

Here, $\mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[(\hat{u}_a - \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a])^2]$ is the variance of $\hat{u}$ and $\Pi(\kappa)$, and thus, $\frac{\partial}{\partial \kappa} \mathbb{E}_{\Pi(\kappa)}[\hat{u}_a] > 0$ holds.

Based on the above theorems, the choice of large $\kappa$ ensures close global optimality. However, a large $\kappa$ leads Algorithm 2.1 to exploit a single action from the beginning ($t = 1$) and thus, exploring the rest of the actions is avoided. Therefore, $\kappa$ needs to be bounded for practical implementations.
3 Dedicated spectrum sharing

In this chapter, we focus on the dedicated spectrum sharing case. Each MNO has its own dedicated spectrum it is willing to share. An MNO enables spectrum sharing when an SCN is not using 100% of its spectrum. A given SCN does not fully utilize its spectrum when it can provide the required data rate for all the users without using 100% of its spectrum, i.e., the minimum spectrum usage by SCN is ensured by utilizing the maximum transmission power and the highest order modulation and coding scheme (MCS) possible for all transmissions. From an energy efficiency perspective, it may be beneficial for an SCN to utilize its full spectrum for all transmissions. However, from spectrum sharing point of view, it is more beneficial to keep the spectrum usage to a minimum. Typically, SCNs are placed in densely populated environments without frequency planning, and have time-variant traffic profiles. The aim is to use the spectrum more efficiently in order to reduce future spectrum requirements and increase the capacity of small cell networks.

3.1 Link model

The link model\(^2\) between an SCN and a user is illustrated in Fig. 4. A link-to-system (L2S) interface is used in the simulations. Each user is paired to the SCN based on the path loss model \([105]\). A geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM) \([106, 107]\) is used to model fast fading and shadowing losses for all links. Channel parameters are determined stochastically, based on the statistical distributions extracted from channel measurements \([106]\). SCN related assumptions for the links are adopted from \([105]\): all links are assumed to be non-line-of-sight (NLOS) and the users are always inside buildings.

A user estimates channel-quality indicator (CQI) information, i.e., quantized signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR), from the received signal for every physical resource block (PRB) and sends it to the SCN. The uplink channel is assumed to be ideal, i.e., error free. In order to model a practical closed loop system, periodic and delayed CQI is assumed. At the SCN, the proportional fair scheduler utilizes CQI information in the allocation of frequency resources to the most suitable users. After scheduling,

---

\(^2\)The same link model is also used in Chapter 4.
the link adaptation is performed for scheduled users by selecting the MCS based on CQI information. Finally, the data is sent over the fading channel. The cyclic prefix is assumed to be longer than the multipath delay spread, and thus inter-symbol-interference is not considered.

At the receiver, perfect frequency and time synchronization is assumed. Link-to-system mapping is performed using mutual information effective SINR mapping (MIESM) [108]. This significantly reduces the computational overhead in comparison to the exact modeling of the radio links, while still providing sufficiently accurate results. In the L2S interface, SINR is calculated and mapped to the corresponding average mutual information. Based on the MIESM value, the frame error probability (FEP) is approximated according to a predefined frame error rate (FER) curve of the used MCS. Based on the FER, successful and erroneous frames can be detected, and hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) can take the control of retransmissions. An acknowledgement (ACK) or a negative acknowledgement (NACK) message is sent back to the SCN to signal the success or failure of the transmission, respectively. The results are obtained by simulating a predefined number of channel samples.

3.2 System model for dedicated sharing

Consider the downlink of an orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA) SCN where $\mathcal{B} = \{1, \cdots, B\}$ SCNs are deployed. Each SCN has $N_t$ transmit antennas.
(Tx), which serve $K$ users each with $N_r$ receive antennas (Rx). The frequency domain resource consists of $N_c$ subcarriers, where 12 subcarriers are forming a PRB. It is assumed that the spectral allocations of the SCNs are orthogonal to the macro network layer and thus only the small cell traffic is modeled. The total system bandwidth is 10 MHz at 2 GHz center frequency and it is equally divided among the MNOs.

In the system model interactions between SCNs can be modeled as graphs. It is assumed that the SCNs communicate with each other if the distance is less than or equal to 50 meters. Let $G_v = (B_v, E_v)$ denote the graph, where $v = [0, \ldots, V]$ is the number of graphs, the number of vertices in the graph (in this case SCNs) is $B_v = \{b_0, \ldots, b_n\}$ and the edges in the graph ($b_i$ is connected to SCN $b_j$) are $E_v = \{(b_i, b_j)\}$. Let $L = \{1, \ldots, L\}$ denote the set of MNOs. We define a function $\text{MNO}(\cdot)$, which maps SCN $b_i$ to the respective operator, i.e., $\forall b_i, \text{MNO}(b_i) \in L$.

If a graph has $n$ vertices we have an $n \times n$ matrix $A$ that is called an adjacency matrix. The matrix $A$ is defined by

$$
A_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if SCN}_i \leftrightarrow \text{SCN}_j \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

(11)

where $i$ and $j$ are SCNs’ indices. When $A_{ij} = 1$, SCN$_i$ and SCN$_j$ communicate successfully with one another. This matrix is formed by the central controller $v_0$ when each SCN reports its adjacent vector, which indicates the wireless connections of the SCN to other SCNs. An SCN is willing to share its spectrum if it is not utilizing it fully. We define spectrum utilization $SU(b_i), \forall b_i \in (B_v - v_0)$, and each MNO defines a sharing factor $S = [0, \ldots, 1]$ indicating how much it is willing to share if part of the spectrum is free.

### 3.3 Multi-operator coordination for spectrum sharing

The CQI is estimated from the received signal and SINR calculated for every PRB. When the SCN supports CoPSS, users have to calculate the CQI over the other operator’s spectrum. Here, user equipment (UE) is required to receive/request reference signals from the other operator’s SCNs. In this case a user can only receive wideband reference signals from other MNOs’ SCNs, because we assume that the MNOs are not willing to share operator specific reference signals. This means that users can only estimate if there are other MNOs’ SCNs nearby but they may not estimate the SINR accurately for each PRB when the spectrum is shared. We propose a CQI model in which it is
enough to know the spectrum utilization (SU) of other SCNs/MNOs in order to make an accurate CQI estimation.

Fig. 5 shows an example of CQI modeling for UE1 when CoPSS is either supported or not (utilization of the central controller is explained in Section 3.4). Each operator has a spectrum of 4 PRBs. UE1 is connected to SCN1/MNO1, UE2 is connected to SCN2/MNO2 and UE3 is connected to SCN3/MNO3. Without any sharing UE1 is not aware of any interference in the network. Let us assume that 50% of the spectrum is shared, now UE1 can access MNO2’s and MNO3’s resources and vice versa. Without any coordination, when UE1 calculates the SINR for the CQI reporting it assumes that 50% of its own MNO’s spectrum is interference free and 50% experience interference from SCNs 2-3. UE1 also assumes that the shared PRBs of other MNOs are used when the SINR is calculated. The reason is that UE1 receives the wideband reference signals from other SCNs but it does not know whether shared resources are used or not. This means that a user effectively makes the worst-case estimate for the CQI, which gives the worst-case performance that can be achieved if the resources are used as estimated. If users could make an accurate estimation from other MNO spectrums for each PRB this assumption could be relaxed.

When there is coordination, each SCN receives the SU of other SCNs. This information is included in the wideband reference signals that the UEs request from the SCNs in the vicinity error free. In this example SCN2 and SCN3 transmit their SU to UE1. Now UE1 can estimate the channel accurately and transmit an accurate CQI to SCN1. Without any coordination UE1 would detect only two interference free PRBs, but with coordination seven interference free PRBs are detected.

In order for a UE to predict which part of the spectrum is not occupied, it has to know in which manner the SCN/MNO allocates PRBs to its users. In order to minimize signaling overhead, it is assumed in this work that each SCN/MNO starts allocating PRBs from the beginning or from the end of its spectrum. Arbitrary allocations would require detailed resource allocation information exchange, significantly increasing the signaling overhead. When a UE knows how much spectrum a SCN/MNO is willing to share and what the SU is, the UE can predict free and occupied portions of the spectrum. This way the UE can estimate the CQI more accurately.
Fig. 5. CQI modeling with and without coordination between MNOs. [85] © 2015 IEEE.
3.4 Co-primary spectrum sharing algorithms for dedicated sharing

With accurate CQI estimations, we propose three centralized algorithms and one decentralized algorithm for CoPSS. The proposed algorithms use a moderate amount of shared information among MNOs/SCNs and they do not require long iterative information exchange processes. Thus, the proposed CoPSS algorithms are practical.

In Algorithm 3.1, the free shared PRBs are randomly assigned to the SCNs in the building. The idea is that the SCNs are connected to the central controller (as shown in Fig. 5) and there is no connection between the SCNs resulting a single graph $G_v$ per building. This algorithm is time sensitive as there is a possibility that a randomly selected SCN from the graph can not exploit extra resources. Given that $b_j'$ is the selected SCN, the available free shared PRBs from MNO $l$ to any SCN $b_j$ are given by:

$$w_{jk} = \begin{cases} \left\lfloor \min(W_l, S) \right\rfloor \times Q, & \text{if } b_j = b_j' \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (12)$$

where $Q$ is the number of PRBs$^3$ and $S$ is the sharing factor. The number of free PRBs at MNO $l$ is defined as follows

$$W_l = 1 - \max_{b_i \in \{b \mid \text{MNO}(b) = l\}} \left\{SU(b_i) \right\}. \quad (13)$$

Thus, the total number of free PRBs for SCN $b_j$ is $\sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}} w_{jl}$.

Algorithm 3.1 Random sharing (centralized algorithm). [85] © 2015 IEEE.

1: Each SCN $b_i$ reports its $SU(b_i)$ and sharing factor $S$ to the central controller $v_0$.
2: $v_0$ picks $b_j \in (B_v - v_0)$ with probability $\frac{1}{|B_v - v_0|}$.
3: If $SU(B_j) = 1$ then
4: Allocate PRBs based on (12).
5: else
6: $v_0$ does not allocate any resources.
7: end if

In Algorithm 3.2, the free PRBs are equally assigned to overloaded SCNs in the building. It is assumed that an SCN is overloaded if the whole spectrum is utilized, i.e., the SU is one hundred percent. Sharing is performed in a centralized manner using the

$^3$Notation $\lfloor \cdot \rfloor$ defines the operation of round towards negative infinity.
Therefore, we define a new set \( b^+ = \{ b | \text{SU}(b) = 1 \} \), which includes all the overloaded SCNs. Here, the free shared PRBs from MNO \( l \) to SCN \( b_j \) are

\[
w_{jl} = \begin{cases} \left\lfloor \frac{1}{|b^+|} \min(W_l, S) \right\rfloor \times Q, & \text{if } b_j = b_j' \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]  

and the total amount of free PRBs for SCN \( b_j \) is \( \sum_{l \in \mathcal{L}} w_{jl} \).

\[ \text{Algorithm 3.2 Equal sharing (centralized algorithm). [85] © 2015 IEEE.} \]

1. Each SCN \( b_i \) reports its SU(\( b_i \)) and sharing factor \( S \) to the central controller \( v_0 \).
2. Central controller \( v_0 \) creates set \( b^+ \).
3. \textbf{if } \exists b^+ \neq \emptyset \textbf{ then}
4. Allocate PRBs based on (14).
5. \textbf{else}
6. \( v_0 \) does not allocate any resources.
7. \textbf{end if}

Algorithm 3.3 aims to share resources equally between SCNs/MNOs. The difference is that now the SCNs are not connected to the central controller, but only to the SCNs in the vicinity, i.e., sharing is done in a decentralized manner. We let \( \mathcal{N}(b_i) \) denote the set of neighbor vertices of \( b_i \) and from (15) we define two different sets, \( \mathcal{N}_{ol}(b_i) \) for overloaded neighbors, and \( \mathcal{N}_{nol}(b_i) \) for not overloaded neighbors,

\[
\mathcal{N}(b_i) = \{ b | b \in B_v, (b, b_i) \in E_v \},
\]

\[
\mathcal{N}_{ol}(b_i) = \{ b | b \in \mathcal{N}(b_i), \text{SU}(b) = 1 \},
\]

and

\[
\mathcal{N}_{nol}(b_i) = \{ b | b \in \mathcal{N}(b_i), \text{SU}(b) < 1 \}.
\]

From (16), we define a set of MNOs, which are overloaded neighbors and rest of the MNOs are not overloaded as

\[
\mathcal{L}_1 = \{ \text{MNO}(b) | \text{MNO}(b) \in \mathcal{L}, b \in \mathcal{N}_{ol} \},
\]

and

\[
\mathcal{L}_1 = \mathcal{L} \setminus (\mathcal{L}_1 \cup \{ \text{MNO}(b_i) \}),
\]
respectively. Now we can define the free shared PRBs $w_j$ from the neighbors $L_i$ to SCN $b_j$,

$$w_j = \sum_{\forall l \in L_i} \min \left(1 - \max_{b \in \mathcal{N}(b_j)} \left(\frac{\text{SU}(b)}{\mathcal{S}}, S\right), \mathcal{S}\right) \times Q \right] \right|_{L_i \cup \{\text{MNO}(b_i)\}}.$$

(20)

**Algorithm 3.3** Connection based sharing (decentralized). [85] © 2015 IEEE.

1: Each $b_i$ reports $\text{SU}(b_i)$ and sharing factor $S$ to all $b_j$ s.t. $b_j \in B_v$ and $(b_i, b_j) \in E_v$.
2: Each $b_i$ analyzes received reports.
3: if $\text{SU}(b_i) = 1$ then
4: if $\mathcal{N}(b_i) = \emptyset$ then
5: $b_i$ allocates $|L_i \setminus \text{MNO}(b_i)| \times Q$ PRBs.
6: else
7: Allocate PRBs based on (20).
8: end if
9: end if

Fig. 6 shows an example of how resources are shared. It is assumed that each MNO has its own index and based on the index it knows which part of the spectrum resources can be taken from. In this example, 50% of MNO3 spectrum is free. MNO1 knows that half of the shared resources can be utilized, in this case PRB3. Similarly MNO2 knows that PRB4 can be utilized. Based on the number of overloaded SCNs/MNOs, the unused portion of the spectrum is divided equally. Allocations are interference free for each SCN/MNO if the graph is fully connected. For example, if a connection between SCN2 and SCN3 is not present, MNO1 may utilize PRB3, but MNO2 would see that MNO3 is absent and may utilize 50% of the resources, in this case PRBs 3 and 4. This means that PRB3 is utilized by MNO1 and MNO3 causing interference.

In Algorithm 3.4, aforementioned interference problem can be avoided as each SCN reports its connections to other SCNs and SU to the central controller. The central controller then forms an adjacency matrix. Utilizing the information from the adjacency matrix the central controller can generate interference free resource allocations as illustrated in the interference avoidance step in Algorithm 3.4. Now we can define free shared PRBs $w_j$ from neighbors to SCN $b_j$ as
The round trip-delay in the coordination methods is 5 ms and it is assumed that each MNO uses the same maximum allowed sharing percentage\(^4\). Backhaul links between SCNs or connections to the central controller are assumed to be ideal.

When MNOs share a common spectrum, they have to agree on the following information and rules:

- Networks operators have to share information about their network loads.

\(^4\)Percentages could be different but results are easier to analyze when the same sharing percentage is used because we do not have to look at the gains achieved for each MNO individually.
Algorithm 3.4 Connection based sharing (centralized). [85] © 2015 IEEE.

1: Each SCN reports the spectrum utilization (SU), sharing percentage and adjacent
vector to central controller.
2: Central controller forms adjacent matrix $A$ and adjacent matrix of overloaded SCNs
$\hat{A}$.
3: if $\hat{A} \in \mathbb{R}$ then
4: $\exists b_i$ s.t. $\text{SU}(b_i) = 1$.
5: if $\mathcal{M} (b_i) = \emptyset$ then
6: $b_i$ allocates $|\mathcal{L} \setminus \text{MNO}(b_i)| \times Q$ PRBs.
7: else
8: Allocate PRBs based on (20).
9: end if
10: else $\hat{n}$ overloaded SCNs, $\hat{A} \in \mathbb{R}^{\hat{n} \times \hat{n}}$
11: PRB allocation step
12: for $b_i = b_1 : b_{\hat{n}}$ do
13: Allocate PRBs $w_i$ based on (21).
14: Remove allocated PRBs from the available free
resources.
15: end for
16: Interference avoidance step
17: for $w_i = w_1 : w_{\hat{n}}$ do
18: $w_i \leftarrow w_i \setminus (w_i \cap w_j)$, $j = 1, \ldots, \hat{n}, j \neq i$.
19: end for
20: end if
– Trigger mechanism to free the spectrum if an MNO needs its own spectrum while it is utilized by the other MNO(s).
– How can the MNO benefit from the spectrum sharing?
– What is the granularity of the spectrum that can be shared?

3.5 System level performance results for dedicated spectrum sharing

System level simulations are particularly useful for studying network related issues such as resource allocation, interference management and mobility management. The extensive downlink system level simulator used in this thesis has been successfully utilized in the validation of ITU’s International Mobile Telecommunications-Advanced (IMT-A) system as a part of WINNER+ group research project. The system level simulator follows the IMT-A guidelines specified in [109] and utilizes WINNER II channel model implementation [110] and parametrization [106]. In [111, 112], the simulator has been calibrated and rigorously evaluated in selected macrocell and microcell environments at 2 GHz. Moreover, the simulator has been extended to incorporate indoor femtocells, calibrated and verified in [113] and utilized in [87, 88, 114–118]. This simulator has been modified in order to support 5G related simulations, such as spectrum sharing and vehicular simulations. 5G related system level simulations will also be necessary in the future because we can not only rely on analytical analysis. Furthermore, when the simulation platform follows the standardization it can provide reliable results on the expected performance.

3.5.1 Network layout

Small cell layouts are shown in Figs. 7 (fixed layout) and 8 (random layout). The building has one open corridor across it and in total 20 rooms, of size 24 m × 24 m. The internal wall attenuation is 5 dB per wall.

When the locations of the SCNs are fixed, they are placed in the center of the building and each MNO has one SCN per building, while users are evenly distributed and each of them is connected to their own MNO’s SCN. When the SCNs are randomly distributed, the number of SCNs in the building is based on the deployment probability. In this layout users are located a maximum of 20 m from the SCN (inner circle). In both

5 The same layouts are also used in Chapter 4.
Fig. 7. Small cell layout where base stations are collocated in fixed central positions. [85] © 2015 IEEE.

Fig. 8. Small cell layout where base stations are located randomly. [85] © 2015 IEEE.
### Table 1. Simulator parameters and assumptions for a dedicated spectrum sharing scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simulation direction</td>
<td>Downlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplex mode</td>
<td>FDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System bandwidth</td>
<td>10 MHz (divided equally between MNOs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of PRBs</td>
<td>16 per SCN/MNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>1-2 per SCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna configurations</td>
<td>1 transmitting and 2 receiving antennas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers</td>
<td>maximum ratio combining (MRC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARQ</td>
<td>Chase combining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN transmission power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback CQI period</td>
<td>6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback CQI delay</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic models</td>
<td><strong>Full buffer</strong> (10% full buffer traffic) and <strong>Continuous constant rate</strong> transmission (50% constant rate traffic and 40% multimedia stream traffic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal wall attenuation</td>
<td>5 dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

layouts, the number of users connected to each SCN varies between one and two. The main reason for using two different layouts is to illustrate the applicability of the CoPSS concept in both planned (fixed) and unplanned (random) SCN deployment scenarios.

In the simulations, two different traffic models are used, full buffer and continuous constant rate transmission. With continuous constant rate transmission, two different target bit-rates are used: 4 Mb/s target rate is referred to as multimedia stream (e.g., on-demand video service) and 1 Mb/s target rate is referred to as a constant rate (e.g., users with a limited speed data connection).

Table 1 summarizes some simulation parameters and assumptions which are used throughout the simulations. Traffic in the network is constant, and the movement of users is not modeled. This means that a delay does not have a big impact on the performance because SCN resource allocation stays quite consistent throughout the simulations.

Algorithms 3.1-3.3 are used for both network layouts and Algorithm 3.4 is only used for the random layout\(^6\). For each CoPSS algorithm, the aim is to allocate only shared resources that are unused within the network. It should be noted that CoPSS is

---

\(^6\)For the simplicity, in the results section algorithms are referred with numbers 1 to 4
highly sensitive to the network load and to different traffic types. In these simulations the network load (1-2 users per SCN) is relatively low, however at a high network load (i.e., all resources utilized) Algorithms 3.1 - 3.3 in the fixed layout and Algorithms 3.1 - 3.2 in the random layout would not provide any gain because only unused PRBs are shared between MNOs/SCNs. The reason for zero gains in the fixed layout is that when all resources are utilized, and all MNOs are collocated (12), (14) and (20) are always equal to zero. Similarly, (12) and (14) are equal to zero in the random layout. However, the graphs in the random layout can have MNOs that are not collocated and thus, (20) and (21) provide non-zero gains.

3.5.2 Coordination in the spectrum sharing

Fig. 9 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the SINR as estimated for the CQI with and without coordination, and as experienced at the receiver, when 50% of the spectrum is shared. The SINR in the CQI and in the receiver is the mean SINR over the allocated PRBs. It is assumed that the UE can report the PRB based CQI information. The SCN averages out the SINR with allocated PRBs and then selects a matching MCS level for transmission. The CDF shows that when the users are able to receive information about the spectrum utilization of other SCNs/MNOs in the vicinity the SINR, increases by 3 dB (between 0.05 and 0.4 in the CDF curve).

In Fig. 9, it can be seen that the SINR at the receiver saturates around 28 dB. The reason for this is that on the receiver side, error vector magnitude (EVM) is used to model hardware imperfection, which is assumed to have a value of 4%. The EVM error for the received SINR can be written as:

\[
SINR_{\text{out}} = \frac{1}{\left(\frac{1}{SINR_{\text{in}}} + \frac{EVM_\%}{100}\right)^2}
\]

where \(SINR_{\text{in}}\) is the received SINR in linear scale and \(EVM_\%\) is the percentage EVM.

Fig. 10 shows the mean throughput when the sharing percentage is increased from 0% to 100% with and without CQI coordination. The used CoPSS algorithm is an equal sharing algorithm. The SCNs are fixed in the center of the building. The results show that when the sharing percentage is increased and there is no CQI coordination, the achieved mean throughput starts to decrease particularly for the full buffer and multimedia stream users. When 100% of the spectrum is shared full buffer and multimedia stream users achieve a throughput of 1 Mb/s, i.e., with a 5 Mb/s loss for the full buffer users and a 2.5 Mb/s loss for the multimedia users compared with the case when 0% of the spectrum is
shared. When 100% of the spectrum is shared the equal CoPSS provides a 3.8 Mb/s increase in the mean throughput for full buffer users when compared to the case without the CoPSS. When the sharing percentage is increased and there is CQI coordination, the multimedia stream and the constant rate users do not achieve any gain in the mean throughput because most of the users can achieve the target bit rate, i.e., achieved throughput gain averages out. The CDFs of the throughput are analyzed in Section 4.3.

Fig. 11 shows the mean throughput results when SCNs are randomly distributed in the building. The results show that when the sharing percentage is increased and there is no CQI coordination, the achieved mean throughput for full buffer users starts to increase, but for the multimedia stream users there is a reduction in the throughput. The reason is that for full buffer users the huge increase in available PRBs outweighs the loss from the underestimated CQI, but for the lower data rate users the underestimation of the CQI leads to throughput reduction when the sharing percentage is increased. When 100% of the spectrum is shared with CQI coordination the equal CoPSS provides a 9.0 Mb/s increase in the mean throughput for full buffer users, when compared to the case without sharing.

These results show that coordination is needed between MNOs if CoPSS is supported in the network. Without coordination, the quality of the service can not be guaranteed
and CoPSS can even result in a loss in performance. In the rest of the discussion it is assumed that there is coordination between nearby MNOs/SCNs.

### 3.5.3 Spectrum sharing in the fixed network layout

First the different CoPSS algorithms are analyzed in the fixed network given in Fig. 7 where all the SCNs are collocated and interconnected, i.e., there is a simple complete graph $G_v$ per building. In this network layout, it is crucial that simultaneous use of the shared PRBs is avoided. Because the SCNs are close to each other the serving signal and the interference signal would have approximately the same strength, leading to a high FER. Decentralized sharing and equal sharing in the fixed layout should provide similar performance (all the SCN are collocated and interconnected) if there is a common protocol between MNOs defining how the shared resources can be utilized.

Fig. 12 shows the mean throughput for full buffer users for each CoPSS algorithm with sharing percentage from 0% to 100%. When 0% of the spectrum is shared the mean throughput is 6.0 Mb/s. It can be clearly seen that all the CoPSS algorithms result in throughput gains, increasing with the sharing percentage. As expected, Algorithm 1
provides the lowest gain, a 1.5 Mb/s increment to the mean throughput when 100% of the spectrum is shared. Algorithm 2 provides a 3.7 Mb/s gain. As mentioned in Section 3.4, Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3 provide very similar performances because each SCN has the same knowledge as the central controller.

CoPSS provides substantial gains for full buffer users. Figs. 10 and 11 imply that only full buffer users achieve some gain from CoPSS. Figs. 13 and 14 show the CDF of the throughput for the constant rate and multimedia stream users when 50% of the spectrum is shared. From these figures, it can be seen that all the CoPSS methods provide gains over the case when the spectrum is not shared, and this applies to users with all traffic types. Fig. 14 shows, for example, that at the 20% point on the CDF there is a 0.7 Mb/s gain in throughput when Algorithm 3 is compared to no spectrum sharing.

Fig. 15 shows the CDF of the throughput for full buffer users. The theoretical maximum throughput of a user (when the SCN is only serving one user with the highest MCS level) is around 10 Mb/s. The CDF shows that a user will achieve a throughput of 10 Mb/s with a probability of 18%. For example at the 90% point on the CDF the achieved gains are; 2.0 Mb/s for Algorithm 1, 5.8 Mb/s for Algorithm 2, and 5.7 Mb/s for Algorithm 3. When compared to the theoretical maximum throughput of 10 Mb/s
Fig. 12. Comparison of the different CoPSS algorithms in the fixed network layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.

Fig. 13. CDF of constant rate user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms in the fixed network layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.
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3.5.4 Spectrum sharing in the random network layout

In the random layout (Fig. 8), a connection is formed when the coverage area of two SCNs overlap with one another, in this case a maximum distance range of 20 m + 5 m is used. It is assumed that within this distance, if the same resources are used, users will experience high interference from the neighboring SCNs. When users are within a 20 m range, the SCN acts as a local hotspot, and allows for higher data rates and spectral efficiency resulting in a better user experience. When an SCN does not detect
the presence of any SCNs belonging to a particular MNO within its detection range, it assumes those MNOs' resources to be free and exploitable.

Fig. 16 shows the mean throughput of full buffer users for each CoPSS algorithm with a sharing percentage from 0% to 100%. When the results are compared with the fixed layout results it can be clearly seen that the achieved rates are higher because users are now closer to the SCN. When 0% of the spectrum is shared, the mean throughput is 7.0 Mb/s. Algorithm 1 provides the lowest gain, a 5.7 Mb/s improvement to the mean throughput when 100% of the spectrum is shared, while Algorithm 2 provides an 8.8 Mb/s gain. The achieved gain from Algorithm 3 is 9.6 Mb/s, and Algorithm 4 results in the highest gain of 11.6 Mb/s. The reason that Algorithm 4 provides higher gains compared to Algorithm 3 is explained in Section 3.4 and Fig. 6.

In the fixed layout, although there are no significant gains for low-data rate users, all the CoPSS methods result in higher gains over the scenario with no spectrum sharing. In the random layout the gains from CoPSS are higher than in the fixed layout. Figs. 17 and 18 show the CDF of the throughput for the constant rate and multimedia stream users when 50% of the spectrum is shared. In Fig. 18, there is a 10% probability of achieving less than 2.6 Mb/s, which is reduced to 4% in the case of sharing (Algorithm 4).

Fig. 19 shows the CDF of the throughput for the full buffer users. At the 50% point on the CDF the achieved rates are: 7.8 Mb/s for No sharing, 10.5 Mb/s for Algorithm 1,
Fig. 16. Comparison of the different CoPSS algorithms in the random network layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.

Fig. 17. CDF of constant rate user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms in the random network layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.
Fig. 18. CDF of multimedia stream user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms in the random network layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.

Table 3. Cell edge user throughput gain [Mb/s] with the CoPSS in the random layout. [85] © 2015 IEEE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Constant rate</th>
<th>Multimedia stream</th>
<th>Full buffer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>1.022</td>
<td>1.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>1.594</td>
<td>1.811</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>2.008</td>
<td>1.869</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>2.403</td>
<td>3.129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11.6 Mb/s for Algorithm 2, 15.2 Mb/s for Algorithm 3 and 18.8 Mb/s for Algorithm 4. The achieved gains are significant compared to the no spectrum sharing scenario with a theoretical maximum of 10 Mb/s. Table 3 summarizes the gains of cell edge users when the CoPSS is supported.

3.5.5 Spectrum sharing with higher network load

As discussed earlier, a higher network load limits the achievable throughput gains using CoPSS. Table 4 shows the mean achieved throughput of full buffer users, for an increasing network load, when 100% of each MNOs spectrum is shared. The results clearly show that the gain in average throughput when utilizing CoPSS decreases with
the network load. However, utilizing CoPSS does result in a non-negligible increase in throughput, even in the case of a high network load.

Although Algorithm 1 is totally random, it exhibits significant throughput gains compared to the no sharing method. Thus, even a simple CoPSS can help to improve capacity in SCN network scenarios. This type of sharing does not guarantee that resources are shared equally between SCNs/MNOs during one time instant, but each SCN has an equal chance of being chosen. Algorithms 2 and 3 in the fixed network layout provide similar performance because all the SCN are collocated and interconnected. Generally, if all SCNs are connected, our proposed algorithm provides substantial throughput gains without a central controller.

In the random layout, Algorithms 2 and 3 exhibit different performances. In this case, the decentralized Algorithm 3 outperforms the centralized Algorithm 2. This is because
the decentralized algorithm does not share resources equally within each building, but resources are shared between SCNs that are within communication range of one another. In this case, an isolated SCN achieves significant gains in throughput even for a low sharing percentage. When Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 are compared, the centralized algorithm provides better performance as explained in Section 3.4. The decentralized Algorithm 3 provides substantial gains as compared to the no sharing case, with an average gain of more than 120%. However, the centralized Algorithm 4 only results in an additional average gain of 12% over Algorithm 3. Given that the performance of the decentralized Algorithm 3 is so close to that of the centralized Algorithm 4, we conclude that Algorithm 3 is the most suitable for all the aforementioned scenarios.

The proposed algorithms do not require complex computation, or extensive signaling between SCNs. Algorithms 2 - 4 reach a stable point quickly, and the only delay is the coordination delay between SCNs/MNOs. This is because there is no requirement for any iterative information exchange between the SCNs/MNOs, due to the common rules between SCNs/MNOs, which determine how the spectrum is shared.

3.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed and evaluated four different approaches toward co-primary multi-operator spectrum sharing in a small cell indoor environment with a mixed traffic distribution. A framework has been established under the system simulation platform where the system throughput performance has been rigorously assessed. The results reveal the utmost importance of channel quality signaling between MNOs to take full advantage of shared resources. When MNOs share spectrum utilization information, the channel quality can be accurately estimated. Without coordination, decent quality of service cannot be guaranteed and CoPSS can even result in a loss in performance.

Provided numerical results confirm high potential, co-primary spectrum sharing can offer to increase system throughput in the multi-operator setting. Even simple random spectrum sharing can help to improve the capacity in SCN network scenarios. The proposed decentralized algorithm provides substantial gains compared to the no sharing case, with an average gain of more than 120%. An additional gain of 12% can be achieved when resources are allocated in a centralized manner. The proposed algorithms do not require complex computation, or extensive signaling between SCNs. The proposed algorithms reach a stable point quickly, and the only delay is the coordination delay between SCNs/MNOs. Thus, the proposed CoPSS algorithms are highly practical.
A higher network load limits the achievable throughput gains using CoPSS. However, utilizing CoPSS results in a non-negligible increase in throughput even in the case of a high network load.
4 Common spectrum sharing

In this chapter, we focus on the common spectrum sharing case in which MNOs share a common pool of radio spectrum. In Chapter 3 the main focus was on possible gains in the achieved throughput when the MNOs have similar traffic patterns and spectrum sharing is done at the PRB level. Spectrum sharing at the PRB level is challenging because different OPs’ SCNs have to be synchronized. However, this type of spectrum sharing guarantees more efficient utilization of the spectrum. Coarser granularity component carrier level resource sharing may be a more practical approach when multi-operator networks are not jointly synchronized. In this chapter a decentralized algorithm is introduced, where different MNOs share a common pool of component carriers (CCs) and the MNOs have different traffic requirements. We also conduct an analytical study of the proposed method. Traffic in the network is continuous with a constant rate. By minimizing a time average cost function per SCN, the long-term fairness of the spectrum sharing among the base stations is ensured. To solve the cost minimization problem per SCN in a decentralized manner with no SCN coordination, we propose CoPSS algorithms using a learning tool known as Gibbs sampling. The proposed algorithms are compared with a number of state-of-the-art techniques.

4.1 System model for common spectrum sharing

Consider the downlink of an OFDMA SCN where a set of SCNs \( \mathcal{B} \), operated by a set of MNOs \( \mathcal{L} = \{1, \cdots, l\} \), are deployed. MNO \( l \) controls a set of its own SCNs \( \mathcal{B}_l \), and thus \( \mathcal{B} = \bigcup_{l \in \mathcal{L}} \mathcal{B}_l \) with \( \mathcal{B}_l \cap \mathcal{B}_{l'} = \emptyset \) for all \( l \neq l' \). Each SCN \( b \in \mathcal{B} \) has \( K \) users. The frequency domain resource consists of \( N_c \) subcarriers, where 12 subcarriers form a physical resource block (PRB) and 6 PRBs form a CC. A common pool consists of \( N_{cc} \) number of CCs. Moreover, we assume that the SCNs do not coordinate with each other.

4.2 Co-primary spectrum sharing algorithms for common sharing

We consider a CoPSS-enabled system where each MNO has its own dedicated spectrum and has access to a shared common pool of CCs as shown in Fig. 20. The main goal is to satisfy a target rate per SCN \( b \), which is achieved by minimizing a time average cost
function defined as follows:

$$f(t) = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{\tau=1}^{t} \left( \frac{R_D^b(\tau) + x_b(\tau)R_cc^b(\tau)}{R_T^b} - 1 \right)^2,$$

while ensuring the fairness of spectrum sharing among MNOs. Here, $R_D^b(\tau)$ is the achievable rate of SCN $b$ when the dedicated spectrum is used, $x_b(\tau)$ is the fraction of CCs used from the common pool by SCN $b$, and $R_cc^b(\tau)$ is the summation of the bits that can be transmitted over all the CCs in the common pool. $R_T^b$ is the users’ sum rate target when served by SCN $b$.

Fig. 21 illustrates an example of the cost function shape. In this example the target rate of an SCN is 5 Mb/s and the SCN achieves a rate of 2 Mb/s. When the SCN uses a fraction of the CCs the achieved utility is close to zero and the target rate is achieved.
Fig. 21. Example of the cost function shape.

The cost minimization problem of SCN \( b \) is formally defined as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\minimize & \quad f(t) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \left(\frac{1}{T} \sum_{\tau=t-T}^{t} x_b(\tau) - v_{\max}\right) \leq \Delta v, \\
& \quad 0 \leq x_b(t) \leq 1,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{\tau=t-T}^{t} x_b(\tau) \) is the moving average of the spectrum usage over time window \( T \). Parameter \( v_{\max} \) is the pre-agreed maximum spectrum sharing ratio among operators, which is used to guarantee long term fairness between SCN\'s/MNO\'s. Constraint (24b) allows MNO\'s to violate the average spectrum usage by an amount of \( \Delta v \) from the pre-agreed maximum spectrum sharing ratio.

\( ^7 \)Parameter \( T \) has to be selected by MNO\'s, i.e., from minutes to days. In the simulations \( T \) is a fraction of the simulation time. Different time windows are analyzed in Section 4.3.
4.2.1 Learning algorithm

The purpose of the proposed approach is to enable SCNs to autonomously select a suitable set of CCs, \( x_b(t) \), to minimize their cost functions in a decentralized manner. The variable \( x_b(t) \) is referred to as the action hereinafter. However, the achievable throughput of an SCN depends not only on its own choice of action but also on the remaining SCNs due to the interference caused on the shared CCs. To address this problem we use a reinforcement learning mechanism based on Gibbs sampling \([119]\).

This learning algorithm provides a mechanism to choose \( x_b(t) \) at each time instant with a given probability that depends on the estimated average rate. Moreover, the long term fairness constraint depends on all the variables \( x_b(t - T), \ldots, x_b(t - 1) \), which cannot be controlled at the current time instance. Therefore, we modify (24) by moving the fairness constraint as a regularization term in the cost function as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{minimize} & \quad \bar{J}(t) + \alpha (\bar{v}_b(t) - v_{\text{max}}) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 0 \leq x_b(t) \leq 1,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \bar{v}_b(t) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{\tau=t-T}^{t} x_b(\tau) \) is the moving time average of the spectrum usage over time window \( T \) and \( \alpha \geq 0 \) is the regularization coefficient of the spectrum violation.

To solve (25), we propose a learning based algorithm, where SCN \( b \) selects a suitable fraction of CCs, \( x_b(t) \) which maximizes its utility

\[
\hat{u}_b(t) = -\left( \bar{J}(t) + \alpha (\bar{v}_b(t) - v_{\text{max}}) \right).
\]

Let \( \pi_b(t) = [\pi_{b,1}(t), \ldots, \pi_{b,|A_b|}(t)] \) be a probability distribution in which SCN \( b \) selects its \( i \)th action as \( x_b(t) \) from its action space \( A_b = \{0, \frac{1}{N_{\text{cc}}}, \ldots, 1\} \) at time instant \( t \) with

\[
\pi_{b,i}(t) = \Pr(x_b(t) = \frac{i-1}{N_{\text{cc}}}), \text{ where } i \in \{1, \ldots, N_{\text{cc}}+1\}.
\]

For each action SBS \( b \) estimates its utility \( \hat{u}_b(t) = [\hat{u}_{b,1}(t), \ldots, \hat{u}_{b,|A_b|}(t)] \), which is the expected utility for each action over the time period \( \{1, \ldots, t-1\} \). At each time \( t \), SBS \( b \) updates its mixed strategy probability distribution \( \pi_b(t) \) in which the actions with higher probabilities are exploited while exploring the actions with low probabilities. Such behavior can be captured by the Boltzmann-Gibbs (BG) distribution as shown in Chapter 2 Section 2.2.

The proposed Gibbs algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 4.1. At the beginning of each time instant \( t \) each SCN selects its action \( x_b(t) \) based on its mixed strategy probability \( \pi_b(t-1) \), i.e., \( x_b(t) \) is a random variable with probability mass function \( \pi_b(t-1) \).
Algorithm 4.1 Co-primary spectrum sharing algorithm using Gibbs sampling.

1: Each SCN $b$ initializes its probability distribution $\pi_b(t)$ and initial utility estimations $\hat{u}_b(t)$.
2: while $t > 0$ do
3: Each SCN $b$ selects its action $x_b(t)$ based on its mixed strategy probability $\pi_b(t-1)$.
4: Calculate objective function (25) at time $t$.
5: Update utility estimation and mixed strategy probability using (5).
6: $t \rightarrow t + 1$
7: end while

---

**Fig. 22. Spectrum allocation with parameters for Gibbs with distribution update initialization.**

**4.2.2 Gibbs with distribution update initialization**

In the original Gibbs algorithm, the uniform distribution over the action space is used as the initialization distribution $\pi(0)$, which is the conventional strategy when the Gibbs algorithm is applied [120]. Here, we propose a non-uniform initial distribution in order to improve the performance of the proposed learning algorithm.

The main idea is to modify the initial distribution, which is possible with an accurate CQI estimation. Specifically, each SCN estimates the number of CCs needed at the initialization such that

$$x_b = \frac{R^T_b - R^D_b}{R^E_b}$$

(27)
where $R_T^b$ is the target rate, $R_D^b$ is the achieved rate by using the dedicated spectrum and $\bar{R}_{cc}^b$ is the mean value of the bits that can be transmitted over all the CCs in the common pool as shown in Fig. 22. When each SCN evaluates $\tilde{x}_b$, this information is used to calculate the modified initial distribution

$$
\tilde{\pi}_{b,i} = \frac{x_{b,i}^e}{i!} e^{-\tilde{x}_b},
$$

(28)

which follows the Poisson probability mass function (pmf). However, the Poisson pmf is defined for an infinite number of discrete actions whereas the action space of SCN $b$ is limited by finite choices. Therefore, a truncated Poisson pmf is needed. Here, we truncate the distribution by adding the tail of the original distribution to the most convenient action $\tilde{x}_b$. Modifying the uniform distribution improves the learning speed since each SCN already has some insight into which actions should be exploited. However, these SCNs can still explore the actions with low probabilities. Fig. 23 shows an example of an initial distribution after estimating how many CCs are needed. In this example the preferred number of CCs is $\tilde{x}_b = 3$. 

![Fig. 23. Example of an initial distribution after estimation.](image)
4.2.3 Proposed algorithms and performance metrics

We propose three decentralized algorithms (Gibbs, Gibbs+penalty and Gibbs+distribution) for CoPSS and compare them with three state-of-the-art algorithms (No sharing, Greedy and Equal). The proposed decentralized algorithms do not require sharing any information between MNOs/SCNs. Thus, the proposed CoPSS algorithms are suitable for practical implementations. The baseline models and the proposed algorithms are as follows:

– No sharing: SCNs/MNOs do not have access to the common pool of CCs.
– Greedy: The first algorithm is a greedy (decentralized) algorithm, where each SCN selects a suitable set of CCs in a greedy manner. The main goal is to achieve the target rate, thus, fairness between operators cannot be guaranteed. This algorithm performs well in scenarios where SCNs are isolated, due to less interference, although the CCs are shared.
– Equal: The common pool of CCs is shared orthogonally and equally between operators. This algorithm performs well in scenarios where the SCNs are collocated. When SCNs are close to each other, the serving signal and the interference signal have approximately the same strength, resulting in a high FER. Thus, avoiding simultaneous use of the shared CCs is crucial.
– Gibbs: Solving (25) with $\alpha = 0$ using learning-based steps (4) and (5) that allows spectrum usage violations in the network.
– Gibbs+penalty: Solving (25) with a penalty ($\alpha > 0$) using learning-based steps (4) and (5), which allow instantaneous spectrum usage violations while maintaining long-term fairness.
– Gibbs+distribution: Solving (25) with $\alpha = 0$ using learning-based steps (4) and (5) that allows spectrum usage violations in the network. The main difference from the conventional Gibbs algorithm is that in the initialization phase, each SCN solves (27) and then (28) is used as its initial distribution, rather than a uniform distribution.

In the dedicated spectrum sharing case, MNOs have to agree on the following information and rules:

– What the agreed maximum sharing ratio is over the time window (for example equal amount per MNO).
– The time window length for long-term fairness (minutes/hours/days).
– The penalty for exceeding the agreed maximum sharing ratio.
If an MNO changes these values without informing others, fairness could not be guaranteed. In this case a central controller is needed that sends this information to each MNO/SCN. However, this information does not need to be updated frequently and the values could remain the same for days.

The main performance metrics are user throughput and the Jain’s index [121], which is a qualitative measure of the fraction of satisfied users. Based on the achieved throughputs, which are normalized by the target rates, the Jain’s index for the network is given by

$$J = \frac{(\sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} r_b)^2}{|\mathcal{B}| \sum_{b \in \mathcal{B}} r_b^2},$$

(29)

where $r_b$ is the achieved rate per SCN $b$. The fairest case is when all users have the same throughput, i.e., the Jain’s index equals one.

4.3 System level performance results for common spectrum sharing

In this section, a single user is connected to each SCN. Parameter $R^T_b$ in (23) takes into account the demand of the users served by SCN $b$. Therefore, the scenario with multiple users per SCN is equivalent to a scenario with a single user per SCN with high demand. Thus, the proposed spectrum sharing algorithm is applicable for multi-user scenarios. The assumption of a single user per SCN is simply to reduce simulation time and complexity. Results are averaged out over 500 random network topologies, e.g., simulations cover sparse and dense deployments of SCNs/MNOs in the building.

Table 5 summarizes the main simulation parameters and assumptions used throughout the simulations. The traffic in the network is constant. Thus, delays do not have a big impact on the performance due to the consistency of SCN resource allocation throughout the simulations.

In the simulations, continuous constant rate transmission is used. We increase the MNO1 target throughput while MNO2 and MNO3 have a constant target throughput of 5 Mb/s. This allows us to analyze how different algorithms work when MNOs have similar or different traffic patterns. As already mentioned, in [85], we focused on the possible gains in the achieved throughput when MNOs have similar traffic patterns.

8Link model and network layout are shown in Chapter 3.
Table 5. Simulator parameters and assumptions for common spectrum sharing scenario.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Assumption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duplex mode</td>
<td>FDD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System bandwidth</td>
<td>20 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CCs</td>
<td>2 per MNO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of CCs common pool</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of users</td>
<td>1 per SCN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antenna configurations</td>
<td>1 Tx, 2 Rx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Receivers</td>
<td>MRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARQ</td>
<td>Chase combining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCN transmission power</td>
<td>20 dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback CQI period</td>
<td>6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback CQI delay</td>
<td>2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic model</td>
<td>Continuous constant rate transm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal wall attenuation</td>
<td>5 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deployment probability</td>
<td>0.4 ~ 10 SCNs on average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of MNOs</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier frequency</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulation time</td>
<td>1000 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time window $T$</td>
<td>300 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penalty coefficient $\alpha$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature $\kappa b$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning rate exponents $\gamma$</td>
<td>0.6 and 0.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 24. Final distribution of the Gibbs algorithm with different $\kappa_b$ values.

### 4.3.1 Parameter analysis

As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, $\kappa_b > 0$ is a temperature parameter that balances between exploration and exploitation. Fig. 24 illustrates the impact of the temperature on the resultant final distribution for three different temperature values. When $\kappa_b = 1$, the final distribution is almost uniform, which means that the temperature is too low and the algorithm does not have enough time to learn how many CCs are needed. When $\kappa_b = 20$, then the learning is too fast since the probability to select six CCs is almost equal to one (even though the best number of CCs could be even zero or nine). When $\kappa_b = 10$, this balances the exploration and exploitation, i.e., efficient learning, and the final distribution is neither uniform as with $\kappa_b = 1$ nor deterministic as with $\kappa_b = 20$.

The Gibbs+penalty algorithm includes two parameters controlling its performance, the time window $T$ and the regularization coefficient of the spectrum violation $\alpha$, which
we will refer to as operator’s penalty coefficient hereafter. First, we analyze the impact of the time window $T$. In Fig. 25, we show the mean throughput when the time window is increased and the simulation time is one second. In this scenario, the MNO1 target throughput is 20 Mb/s. When the time window is increased, a higher mean throughput is achieved. The reason is that when time windows are larger, MNOs have more time to violate the pre-agreed maximum sharing ratio. Based on these results, hereinafter we will use a time window of $T = 300$ ms. This allows MNOs to violate for a short period. However, as the simulation time exceeds $T$, SCNs start to limit the spectrum usage if they are violating the pre-agreed maximum sharing ratio. By controlling the time window, better long term fairness is achieved between MNOs.

The second parameter $\alpha$, is a constant value that controls how significant the impact of the penalty coefficient is on the utility function. In Fig. 26, we can see how the achieved mean throughput decreases when the penalty coefficient is increased. For the rest of the simulations $\alpha = 4$ is used as a penalty constant that drops the mean throughput by 0.8 Mb/s when compared to the conventional Gibbs algorithm ($\alpha = 0$). Our choices of time window $T = 300$ and penalty coefficient $\alpha = 4$ ensure a sufficiently
large penalty term in which the proposed algorithms exhibit considerable performance differences over the conventional Gibbs algorithm.

4.3.2 Convergence analysis

Fig. 27 compares the convergence time and the achieved utility between the conventional Gibbs, Gibbs+penalty and Gibbs+distribution algorithms. For all algorithms the convergence time is similar. However, the achieved utility is higher with the Gibbs+distribution algorithm because the modification of the initial distribution improves the learning procedure. Thus, each SCN already has some insight regarding the actions to be taken even at the initial phase compared to the conventional Gibbs algorithm. However, the learning curve of the Gibbs+penalty algorithm exhibits a different behavior over the other two methods due to the impact of the penalty term. During the first 100 ms, MNOs exploit the spectrum usage to improve their throughputs by violating the spectrum sharing ratio. As the simulation time reaches the duration of the time window, these violations result in large penalties and thus, lower utility. Therefore, the MNOs have to compensate for the spectrum usage violation, which lowers the throughputs. As the
simulation proceeds, the MNOs discover the balance between increasing throughputs and maintaining the spectrum usage fairness in which the convergence is achieved.

4.3.3 Performance results in fixed layout

First the different CoPSS algorithms are analyzed in the fixed network. Fig. 28 shows the achieved mean throughput of MNO1 for different target rates. Here, we can capture how the CoPSS works when the MNOs have different throughput targets. In the simulations, we increase MNO1 target throughput while MNO2 and MNO3 always have a constant target throughput of 5 Mb/s. The results show that when MNO can not access the common pool of CCs the achieved throughput saturates at around 5 Mb/s. When different sharing algorithms are compared we can see that the maximum difference in the achieved mean throughput is around 1 Mb/s. Equal sharing provides the best mean throughput as expected, because there is no interference between the SCNs/MNOs.

Fig. 29 illustrates the CDF rate of MNO1 when the target rate is 30 Mb/s. The Equal algorithm saturates at around 19 Mb/s while the other algorithms provide higher throughputs and the highest throughput can be achieved when the Greedy or Gibbs...
algorithm is used. Finally, Fig. 30 reveals that if the Greedy algorithm is used for MNO2 and MNO3 with low data rate targets, the achieved performance gets worse than in the No sharing case while both Gibbs algorithms can achieve throughputs close to the Equal sharing, which is the best for this situation.

In Fig. 31 we present the Jain’s index of the whole network. Fig. 31 shows that the Equal sharing algorithm provides the highest fairness in the network while the Gibbs with penalty can achieve fairness that is very close to it. When all the results are analyzed together we can conclude that the Gibbs with penalty algorithm can provide a considerably high throughput while ensuring fairness between the MNOs.

4.3.4 Performance results in random layout

The different CoPSS algorithms were analyzed by comparing the mean achieved rates. Fig. 32 shows the achieved mean throughput of MNO1 for different target rates. Here, we can capture how the CoPSS works when the MNOs have different throughput targets. In the simulations, we increase the MNO1 target throughput while MNO2 and MNO3 have a constant target throughput of 5 Mb/s. Note that, in the No sharing case, the
Fig. 29. The CDF of MNO1 downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms when
the target rate is 30 Mb/s.

Fig. 30. The CDF of MNO2 and MNO3 downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algo-
rithms when the target rate is 5 Mb/s.
throughput saturates at around 5 Mb/s although the demand increases when the MNO cannot access the common pool of CCs. When the demand is low (5 – 15 Mb/s), the best achieved mean throughput is obtained with the different Gibbs and Equal algorithms while the Greedy algorithm provides the worst performance. When the demand increases (20 – 30 Mb/s), the Greedy algorithm provides better performance while the Equal algorithm starts to saturate. Furthermore, the Gibbs+distribution algorithm provides the overall best performance.

Fig. 33 shows the achieved mean throughput of MNO2&MNO3 for different target rates of MNO1. Again, the No sharing algorithm is still the worst, but also the Greedy algorithm exhibits poorer performance compared to the Equal and the Gibbs algorithms. For MNO2&MNO3, the best algorithm is the Gibbs+penalty algorithm because it limits the number of CCs used by MNO1, and thus provides more free resources for MNO2&MNO3. The Gibbs+distribution algorithm is very close to the mean performance of the Gibbs+penalty algorithm. All the proposed Gibbs algorithms perform better than the Greedy or the Equal algorithm for MNO2&MNO3. In Fig. 34, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the throughput is analyzed when all the MNOs have the same throughput target of 5 Mb/s. The worst performances are achieved with the No sharing and the Greedy algorithms, and all the proposed Gibbs
Fig. 32. Comparison of the different CoPSS algorithms for MNO1 when downlink target throughput for MNO1 is increased.

Fig. 33. Comparison of the different CoPSS algorithms for MNO2&MNO3 when downlink target throughput is 5 Mb/s.
algorithms outperform the Equal algorithm. The best performance is achieved with the Gibbs+distribution algorithm. When the cell edge (5% from CDFs) performance is analyzed, all the proposed algorithms outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms. The Gibbs+distribution offers almost 2.5 Mb/s better cell edge performance when compared to the state-of-art baselines that are in outage. Table 6 summarizes the achievable cell edge users’ (5% from CDFs) throughputs for the different algorithms.

Figs. 35 and 36 show the CDF of the throughput for MNO1 with a 15 Mb/s target rate and MNO2&MNO3 with a 5 Mb/s target rate, respectively. For MNO1 the proposed Gibbs algorithms outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms. Moreover, throughputs for the cell edge can be vastly improved. The Gibbs+penalty provides 2 Mb/s while the Greedy and the Equal are in outage. For MNO2&MNO3, Fig. 36 shows similar performance to that in Fig. 34, but now the performance of the Greedy algorithm is even worse than in the previous case. Furthermore, the performance of the Gibbs algorithms is still at an acceptable level although there is a slight loss compared to the Equal
algorithm, and the cell edge throughput is much higher compared to the Equal algorithm. Table 7 summarizes the achievable cell edge users’ (5% from CDFs) throughputs for the different algorithms.

In Fig. 37, we further increase MNO1 throughput demand to 30 Mb/s. Here, the Greedy provides the highest throughput, but still the cell edge is in outage. It can be seen that the Equal algorithm saturates at around 18 Mb/s, whereas the Gibbs and the Gibbs+penalty perform similar to the Equal algorithm from 4 Mb/s to 18 Mb/s. However, they can provide higher throughput for 30% of the users unlike the Equal algorithm. When the throughput demand is high, it is clear how the Gibbs+penalty algorithm is limiting the performance compared to the conventional Gibbs algorithm. When the conventional Gibbs achieves the target rate, the Gibbs+penalty provides 26
Fig. 36. The CDF of MNO2&MNO3 downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms when the target rate is 5 Mb/s.

Table 8. Cell edge user throughput [Mb/s] for MNO1 and MNO2&MNO3 when the target rate is 30 Mb/s and 5 Mb/s, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No sharing</th>
<th>Greedy</th>
<th>Equal</th>
<th>Gibbs</th>
<th>Gibbs+p</th>
<th>Gibbs+d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mb/s. In this scenario, the Gibbs+distribution achieves performance that is close to the Greedy algorithm while guaranteeing 2 Mb/s higher cell edge performance. As seen in Fig. 37, further increasing MNO1 throughput demand results performance degradation of MNO2&MNO3 that is close to the No sharing, when the Greedy algorithm is used. Here, the Gibbs+penalty algorithm provides the best cell edge and overall performance while the Gibbs and the Gibbs+distribution algorithms achieve slightly lower throughput, which is around 0.3 Mb/s. Table 8 summarizes the achievable cell edge users (5% from CDFs) throughputs for the different algorithms.
Fig. 37. The CDF of MNO1 downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms when the target rate is 30 Mb/s.

Fig. 38. The CDF of MNO2&MNO3 downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms when the target rate is 5 Mb/s.
4.3.5 Fairness of spectrum sharing algorithms

Finally, in Fig. 39, we present the Jain’s index of the whole network for different MNO1 demands and fixed 5 Mb/s for MNO2&MNO3. Fig. 39 shows that the Gibbs+distribution algorithm provides the highest fairness while the Gibbs+penalty is very close to it. All the proposed Gibbs algorithms outperform all of state-of-the-art baselines.

Analyzing all the results together, we can conclude that the Gibbs+distribution provides the best performance over state-of-the-art baselines. The proposed Gibbs+distribution algorithm provides higher utility, fairness and throughput. However, the Gibbs+penalty algorithm is suitable for scenarios, where MNOs need more control, especially over cell edge user throughputs. Although the proposed algorithms do not require continuous coordination between MNOs, still some level of coordination is needed. For instance, MNOs have to agree what is the pre-agreed maximum sharing ratio and the time window/penalty. However, the required amount of signaling for that is small and thus, the overhead is negligible.
4.3.6 Carrier frequency analysis

Due to higher cost and spectrum scarcity, it is expected that an efficient use of spectrum in fifth generation (5G) networks will rather rely on sharing than exclusive licenses, especially when higher frequency allocations are considered. Therefore, the spectrum sharing should be also analyzed at higher carrier frequency.

In the geometry-based stochastic channel model (GSCM), propagation channel is characterized by statistical parameters obtained from the radio channel measurements. This gives a possibility to use the same framework of the model for the simulations at different frequencies and the different number or types of antennas. Statistical parameters at 2 GHz have been taken from [106]. At 10 GHz, an indoor radio channel measurements have been carried out and the statistical parameters have been presented in [122].

Radio propagation channel behaves differently at different frequency bands. In general, path loss (PL) increases as the carrier frequency increases. However, due to shorter wavelength at 10 GHz, more antenna elements can be filled into the same space, making room to high gain antenna arrays to mitigate the increased path loss. Considering other channel model parameters at 10 GHz, delay spread and the angle spreads are smaller in [122] in comparison to the lower frequency band.

The main difference between propagation channel at 2 GHz and 10 GHz is the PL. Path loss models for indoor NLOS scenario at 2 GHz and 10 GHz are given by:

\[
\text{PL}_{@2\text{GHz}} = 30\log_{10}(d) + 37 + A_{\text{in}}k, \tag{30}
\]

and

\[
\text{PL}_{@10\text{GHz}} = 33\log_{10}(d) + 49.3 + A_{\text{in}}k, \tag{31}
\]

respectively. In (30) and (31) \(d\) is the distance in meters, \(A_{\text{in}}\) is the penetration loss of internal wall, and \(k\) is the number of penetrated walls. In general, the construction materials of the wall have significant impact on the penetration loss. Due to lack of internal wall penetration loss results at 10 GHz, we use the penetration loss of 10 dB for each internal wall.

Fig. 40 compares the path losses at 2 GHz and 10 GHz as a function of distance. Min and max distances are the minimum and maximum distances between a user and the SCN used in the simulations. Fig. 40 shows that there is 16 dB larger path loss for the higher carrier frequency.
The mean received SINR at the two carrier frequencies and the CoPSS algorithms are analyzed in Fig. 41. First, we can see that the received SINR is higher at carrier frequency 2 GHz, particularly when SCN deployment probability $\eta$ is low. The main reason is the higher path loss at 10 GHz carrier frequency. When $\eta$ is increased, received SINR at 2 GHz carrier frequency decreases about 20 dB, while at 10 GHz, the decrease is only 10 dB. The reason is that the number of interfering SCNs in a dense network is much lower at the higher carrier frequency in comparison to the lower carrier frequency due to the higher path loss. From spectrum sharing point of view, Gibbs algorithm provides good SINR while the SINR of Greedy algorithm decreases rapidly as $\eta$ increases. The reason is that Gibbs algorithm learns a suitable set of CCs in which the interference is minimized.

Next, in Fig. 42, we show the achieved mean throughput for the two carrier frequencies and the CoPSS algorithms. These results show that we can achieve higher throughput by applying the higher carrier frequency especially when network is dense, even though, the previous figure indicated that the received SINR is lower. The main reason is that the received SINR is not directly mapped to the achieved throughput (MIESM is used). Furthermore, the allocated resources can vary when different carrier
Fig. 41. Mean received SINR for different CoPSS algorithms and carrier frequencies when deployment probability is increased.

frequencies are used. The achieved performance with Equal algorithm is somewhat similar at both carrier frequencies because of the fixed spectrum allocation.

In Fig. 43, cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the throughput is analyzed when SCN deployment probability is 50%. At 10 GHz, the best overall performance is achieved. At the higher carrier frequency, the cell edge performance (5% of the CDF) is improved. Especially when Gibbs algorithm is used, the cell edge throughput is improved up to 2.0 Mb/s.

Table 9 summarizes the achievable cell edge users’ (5% of the CDF) throughputs. It shows that when the carrier frequency is increased the cell edge throughput is increased. Furthermore, when \( \eta = 100\% \), Equal and Greedy algorithms are in outage and only Gibbs algorithm provides throughput of 1.3 Mb/s at 10 GHz carrier frequency.

Analyzing all the results together, we can conclude that the higher carrier frequency can provide better performance and it allows denser networks. The CoPSS algorithm proposed in [87] is still the best one and the performance is even better at the higher carrier frequency.
Fig. 42. Mean throughput for different CoPSS algorithms and carrier frequencies when deployment probability is increased.

Fig. 43. CDF of downlink user throughput for different CoPSS algorithms and carrier frequencies when the target rate is 15 Mb/s, and SCN deployment probability is 50%.
Table 9. Cell edge user throughput for different deployment probabilities, carrier frequencies and CoPSS algorithms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>η = 10%</th>
<th></th>
<th>η = 50%</th>
<th></th>
<th>η = 100%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td>10 GHz</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
<td>10 GHz</td>
<td>2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equal</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greedy</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbs</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have evaluated five different approaches, two state-of-the-art methods and three new algorithms for co-primary multi-operator spectrum sharing in a small cell indoor environment. A framework was established under a system simulation platform where the system throughput performance and fairness were rigorously assessed. We developed a decentralized control mechanism for base stations using the Gibbs sampling based learning tool, which allocates a suitable amount of spectrum for each base station while avoiding interference between SCNs and maximizing the total network throughput. Furthermore, we proposed distribution update initialization together with Gibbs sampling, which is possible with accurate CQI estimation.

Numerical results confirm the potential for co-primary spectrum sharing to increase system throughput in a multi-operator setting when mobile network operators share a common pool of component carriers. The results show that learning based algorithms without any coordination between small cell base stations can be used to efficiently share the spectrum, and these algorithms outperform state-of-the-art baselines. The proposed algorithms are suitable for operators with heterogeneous traffic requirements. The proposed algorithms significantly improve especially the cell edge performance. Moreover, the provided numerical results confirm the possibility for network densification when a higher carrier frequency is used and at the same time to further increase the system throughput.
5 Conclusions and future work

This thesis has proposed several co-primary spectrum sharing (CoPSS) algorithms for a multi-operator small cell network where mobile network operators (MNOs) share frequency bands. In the fifth generation (5G) networks it is expected that MNOs will rely on spectrum sharing rather than exclusive licenses. This is particularly viable at beyond 6 GHz carrier frequencies where the MNOs do not yet have usage. The proposed spectrum sharing methods are summarized as follows.

In Chapter 3, the idea of the proposed CoPSS algorithms is that the spectrum is shared orthogonally and equally between operators. This way interference can be avoided and spectrum utilization is maximized. In the three proposed algorithms, unused resources are shared equally between overloaded MNOs for a given time instant and the short term fairness among overloaded SCNs can be guaranteed. However, the long-term fairness (i.e., the equal amount of the average loaned/rented spectrum usage over a given time period) between MNOs cannot be guaranteed.

In Chapter 4, the MNOs share a common pool of radio resources. Moreover, the goal is to ensure the long term fairness of spectrum sharing without coordination between small cell base stations. We develop a decentralized control mechanism for the base stations using the Gibbs sampling based learning technique, which allocates a suitable amount of spectrum for each base station. We propose three decentralized algorithms (Gibbs, Gibbs+penalty and Gibbs+distribution) for CoPSS and compare them with three state-of-art algorithms (No sharing, Greedy and Equal).

In this thesis, different CoPSS approaches for mobile networks are comprehensively analyzed. The provided numerical results confirm the high potential of CoPSS to increase system throughput in the multi-operator setting. The results reveal the utmost importance of channel quality signaling between MNOs in order to take full advantage of the shared resources when MNOs are willing to share their dedicated spectrum. Furthermore, the results show that learning based algorithms without any coordination between small cell base stations can be used when the MNOs share a common pool of radio resources. The proposed learning based algorithms outperform the state-of-the-art baselines and they are suitable for operators with heterogeneous traffic requirements. The cell edge performance especially is significantly improved. The proposed algorithms are shown to be effective for different network layouts, by achieving significant data
rate enhancements with low overheads. Furthermore, MNOs have to share a minimal amount of operator-specific information or have no information exchange at all.

In future work, spectrum sharing could be done over network slicing, which would enable a much more efficient sharing of network resources. In this approach the idea would be to provide networks on an as-a-service basis and meet a wide range of use cases. Network slicing is an important feature of the future 5G network because the use cases will be highly diverse varying from very high data rate connections to low data rate massive machine-type communication (MTC). Each use case has different requirements and network parameters. The network is built in a flexible way so that network parameters can be optimized for each service. In order to slice the network software defined networking (SDN) approaches are needed together with network function virtualization (NFV).

The idea of network slicing also enables the possibility to use micro operators, where property owners use local networks to provide specific, localized services for public buildings, shopping malls or industrial sites. This allows micro operators to locally control the network and provide the best local services required in that venue. For example, a shopping mall micro operator could offer free connectivity to all visitors, while having targeted advertisements for the visitors.

Another promising future topic is dynamic time division duplexing (TDD) especially for 5G small cell networks. Dynamic TDD is attractive for SCNs because a small number of simultaneously active users per cell and SCNs typically do not inflict significant interference on each other. The idea is to drastically improve data rates by adapting the TDD pattern based on the user traffic direction.
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